
Notice of Joint Safety Committee
Meeting - 2022

To: All parties in interest

Date: 6/9/2022

Via: E-Mail Transmission

E-Mail: jweaver@westernlineneca.org

FYI this is a reminder that our next Quarterly Red-Book Safety Meeting has been
scheduled for:

Wednesday, June 15, 2022, at 1:00pm at our Cal-Nevada JATC's Training
Center in Woodland, CA.

565 Santa Anita Drive
Woodland, CA

The Minutes of the March 2, 2022, Quarterly Red-Book Safety Meeting are available for
download on our website.

Note: If you have any suggested changes or additions to the Red Book, please
forward them to Jules on or before Friday June 10, 2022.

The remaining 2022 Quarterly Red-Book Safety Meeting Dates and Locations:

Wednesday, September 14, 2022, at 1:00pm at Cal-Nevada JATC Training Center in
Riverside, CA

Wednesday, December 7, 2022, at 1:00pm at Cal-Nevada JATC Training Center in
Woodland, CA

Thanks, and stay safe!

Jules W. Weaver
Chapter Manager

mailto:jweaver@westernlineneca.org
https://www.westernlineneca.org/document_list_details.php?id=25
https://www.westernlineneca.org/document_list_details.php?id=25
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 MEETING MINUTES 
IBEW 47-1245 / WLCC-NECA JOINT SAFETY COMMITTEE 

March 2, 2022 
Cal-Nevada JATC – Riverside Training Center 

 
 

Present: 
Mgmt:  

 
James Stapp 
AJ Zartman 
Lon Peterson 
Raul Guardado 
Kelly Whittemore 
Jeremy Aitchison 
Leto Wilkins 
Clayton Loback 
Walt Posey 
Aaron Meeke 
Clifford Ryan 
Ben Nelson 
Jacob Milhoan 
Justin Greene 
Dan Haggard 
John Askins 
Mike Croker 
AJ Long 
Jeff Emerson 
Chris Larson 
Joe Pugh 
Chris Burt 
Jeremy Hessler 
Jeff Anderson 
Mike Baeza 
Mike Holcomb 
David Crow 
Trevor Kirkland 
Andrew Smoot 
Justin Burton 
Mike Johnson  
Ted Leineke 
Brad Proctor 
Pete Henderson 
Joe Gural 
Mike Hernandez 
Larry Lopez 
Fabian Holguin 
Jules Weaver - Secretary 
 

 
IBEW: 

 
 
Ralph Armstrong – Chairman 
Ralph Kenyon 
Casey Lavin 
Rod Peterson 
Darol Owen 
Arnold Trevino 
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Cal-NEV 
JATC/Guest: 

 
 
 
Don Jamison, Director 
Eugene Gloudeman, Assistant Director 
Charlie Randall, IBEW 9th District  
 

  

Meeting called to order by Chairman Armstrong at 1:05pm. 

 
Chairman Armstrong welcomed the group and had everyone introduce themselves. 
 
Previous Minutes:  
M/S/C to approve the Meeting Minutes of the Joint Safety Committee Meeting held on 
December 8, 2021.  
 
Review of Accidents & Incidents:  
 
The updated Accident & Incident Reports is attached hereto as Exhibit A.  
 
Local 1245 - Northern California: as reported by Chairman Armstrong and he discussed a vehicle 
accident that resulted in a fatality.  Chairman Armstrong noted that he has no additional 
accidents/incidents to report beyond the accidents or incidents that will be reported on today and 
included in the Accident & Incident Report attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
 
Local 47 - Southern California: as reported by Mr. Rod Peterson, he noted that they had no 
accidents/incidents to report beyond those accidents or incidents that will be reported on today and 
those are included in the Accident & Incident Report attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
 
Contractor’s Reports: 
The Contractors present reported on the accidents and incidents in the attached Exhibit A and 
some additional incidents or near misses.   
 
JATC Reports:  Assistant Director Gloudeman discussed a recent rash of drill throughs on 
secondary lanyards and a general discussion followed.  A general discussion followed. 
 
Observations:  Once again it was noted that there are way too many vehicle/equipment 
accidents that are occurring off and, on the right-of-way, a general discussion followed.  
 
Exhibits attached hereto: 
 
Exhibit B – Various Safety Bulletins from SCE 
Exbibit C – Various Contractor Safety Talks from SDG&E 
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Old Business:            
    

1.   Chairman Armstrong noted that if you have any proposed changes or clarifications to the 
current Red Book language, please forward them to Secretary Weaver at: 
jweaver@westernlineneca.org.         
  

2.  Secretary Weaver gave a quick update on EICA’s Sexual Harassment and DOL Harassment 
Training Courses available through the Safety Wallet platform and sponsored by the Cal-
Nevada JATC program. In addition, the Safety Wallet text-based certifications tracking 
system was discussed and he also gave an update on EICA’s crane certification program.  
           

3.   For the record, the Red Book Subcommittee is composed of the following 8 individuals 
from Labor and Management: 
 
Labor     Management   
Ralph Armstrong     Chris Larson 
Rod Peterson    Walter Posey 
Ralph Kenyon    TBD     
Arnold Trevino    TBD 
 
It was noted for the record that the 8 - IBEW /NECA Safety Committee members per the 
California Outside Line Construction Agreement are as follows: 

 
Labor Representatives   Management Representatives 
Ralph Armstrong    Jim Stapp 
Ralph Kenyon    AJ Zartman 
Rod Peterson     Walt Posey 
Arnold Trevino    Jules Weaver 

 
 

New Business: 
 
1. Chairman Armstrong and others led a general discussion regarding changes that have been 

suggested to be made to the Red Safety Book. A M/S/C was then made and approved by the 
Safety Committee to convene the Safety Committee for the purpose of evaluating and approving 
the proposed changes.  If necessary the Safety Committee will then refer any changes that need 
further evaluation to the Red Book Subcommittee.  
 
       

Next Meeting Date and Location:  
 
Wednesday – June 15, 2022, at 1:00pm at the Cal-Nevada JATC Training Center located in 
Woodland, CA. 

 
 
Meeting adjourned at 3:25pm  



Date Of 

Incident Occupation

Type of 

Incident

Body Part /  

Root Cause Description

1/1/2022 Outside Crew Serious Injury
Face & Neck 

Burns

Serious Injury - Jaunary 1, 2022, On Saturday, January 1st, 2022 at approximately 06:30 AM, a three-man crew consisting of a journeyman 

lineman, a groundman, and an electrical crew foreman was working on a primary wire down emergent call. One of the three phases was 

down. The work included replacing ~200 of 1/0 ACSR pole-to-pole with street access. The wire was cut in the clear and isolators were 

installed west of the pole. The crew replaced the wire and went to make up taps. The foreman and the lineman were in the bucket and 

successfully made up taps on two phases. As they were making up the taps on the third phase, a flash occurred. It was later discovered 

that there was wire down at another location that was downstream of the crew’s work location. They immediately boomed down and the 

groundman applied burn gel to the lineman’s face and neck area while the foreman contacted emergency services and notified the 

Distribution Operations Center. The lineman is currently awaiting surgery.

2/7/2022 Outside Crew  Injury Bruising

Injury - February 7,2022, As part of pole replacement work, two linemen working from a bucket were positioning a 10-foot crossarmto 

support conductors. They were using the jib of the bucket truck to support the weight of the crossarm, when the winch line back-reeled 

on itself and inadvertently caused the line to pay-up rather than pay-down. Consequently, the winch line hook got pulled into the sheave 

of the jib and broke the winch line.Then, the crossarm dropped about four feet and struck one of the linemen working in the bucket.The 

linemen were able to secure the crossarm and brought it safely to the ground. The crew rendered first-aid to the injured lineman and 

made proper notifications. The injured lineman was taken to a medical facility for evaluation and released the same day with minor 

bruising to the shoulder and ribs.

2/7/2022 Outside Crew  Injury Head Stitches

Injury - February 7, 2022, A line crew was tasked to reframe a structure and replace a buried anchor. When hand-digging a new hole for 

the anchor, they encountered a metal object/piece of debris and applied rigging to it so they could try to dislodge it. As they started to put 

tension on the rigging, a lineman looked intothe hole and at that moment, the rigging slipped and struck the lineman in the head. The 

injured lineman was taken to a nearby hospital, where he received several stitches and was released.

2/10/2022 Outside Crew  Injury
Crushing Ring 

Finger

Injury - February 10, 2022, Gas Distribution Crew was in the process of relocating a stack of six slide shields that were 15’x2’ steel that 

weighed 530lbs each. The stack was placed on skids below overhead powerlines by the sub-contractor at the direction of the Foreman. 

The Foreman designated the lay down area due to the restricted workspace. The operator of the excavator and the laborer discussed the 

overhead electrical hazard and the need to relocate the stack. The laborer then began to set up the lifting chain by sliding the chain under 

the stack, midway. The chain did not extend completely under the stack to the other side. The laborer proceeded to place himself on the 

stack with both knees, removing feet off the ground and onto the stack, with their hand on the right side to brace themself. The bottom 

five slide shields were stacked correctly. The sixth (top slide shield) had a rigging shackle installed at the long end through a lifting eye 

hole, which in turn caused the top slide shield to be raised on one end. The action caused by the shackle created the top slide shield to 

become unstable, allowing the top slide to rock back and forth. When the laborer shifted his body weight to reach for the chain, the slide 

shield rocked to one side crushing the right-hand ring finger between the two shields.

2/15/2022
Underground 

Crew

Vehicle 

Accident
Fatality

Fatality - February 15, 2022, Traveling southbound on HWY 1, an Underground line crew was mobilizing to a project location at Fort Ord 

when the driver of an Underground bucket truck, careened into the northbound lane of HWY 1, and significantly impacted two vehicles. 

Preliminary findings indicate the driver of the bucket truck veered off the roadway (southbound lane) onto the shoulder and to regain 

control, the driver apparently overcorrected and sent the bucket truck into the northbound lane; ultimately leading to the tragic event. A 

third-party fatality has been reported and two other third-party motorists involved in the MVI have been hospitalized. The driver of the 

bucket truck sustained no physical injuries.   

 2nd Quarter 2022 Accident/Incident Reports

Contractor Significant Accidents
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Date Of 

Incident Occupation

Type of 

Incident

Body Part /  

Root Cause Description

2/23/2022 Outside Crew Serious Injury
Fractured 

Finger

Serious Injury - February 23, 2022, After working approximately 14 ½ hours on a scheduled pole replacement project, an 11-person line 

crew was tasked with the emergent work of replacing a guy stub structure that was struck by a third-party vehicle. The groundman 

removed the pole stand from the material truck with the intent of having it ready when the pole was off-loaded from the trailer, but since 

the trailer was not yet in position for the pole to be off-loaded, he placed the pole stand back in the material trailer temporarily. As he 

placed the pole stand back in the trailer, his finger got caught between the stand and the edge of the trailer, which caused a laceration to 

his left-hand ring finger.A nearby crew member noticed the groundman was in discomfort and asked if he was all right. The groundman 

indicated he needed to go to the hospital, the foreman was notified, and another crew member drove the groundman to the local 

hospital. The groundman sustained three fractures to his left-hand ring finger and received seven stiches and a splint. He was released 

with a scheduled follow-up appointment to further assess his injuries

2/24/2022 Outside Crew Serious Injury
Broken Ankle 

and Leg

Serious Injury - February 24, 2022, A worker was tasked to recertify hot-sticks at a work location. The weather that morning was 12 

degrees and icy. After he recertified the hot sticks, he received a call from a foreman who asked him to check for conductor at the 

location. The worker drove to the conductor area, walked the area, found the reel of conductor, and started to walk back to his vehicle. 

While taking a step, his right foot slipped forward, which shifted his body into doing the splits, and his left leg twisted and buckled 

underneath him. He heard a pop, assumed something broke, and immediately called the work location supervisor for help. Although in 

extreme pain and having trouble speaking, he told the supervisor what happened and that he thought he broke his ankle. The supervisor 

stayed on the line with the worker while his own manager made proper notifications to local management.  

Local management assisted the worker in the parking lot, called 911, and stayed with the worker until the ambulance arrived and 

transported him to the local hospital.  The worker sustained a broken left ankle and leg, below the knee. 

3/7/2022 Outside Crew Injury Laceration

Injury - March 7, 2022, When a line crew foreman in a helicopter landing zone pulled a sling and shackle from the fly bag, he felt a 

puncture/cut of his left thumb. As required during air operations, a plastic zip tie was used to secure the pin from backing out of the 

shackle. In this incident, the zip tie end was cut short and at an angle, which created a sharp, pointed edgethatcutthe foreman’s thumb. 

The foreman made proper notifications, received immediate first-aid on-site followed by stitches at a local urgent care, then returned to 

the jobsite and continued working.

3/7/2022 Outside Crew Injury Contusions 

Injury - March 7, 2022, A worker was making repairs to a cooling tower and began descending the ladder from elevation. The ladder top 

was resting on an unsecured two-by-four and the climbing movement caused the two-by-four to give way, so the ladder slid to the side.As 

a result, the worker fell off the ladder approximately eight feet to the concrete floor. All work was stopped, the worker’s supervisor was 

notified, the worker received an ice pack for contusions, and the crew had a safety stand down to discuss the incident.

3/7/2022 Outside Crew Injury
Lacerated 

Foot

Injury - March 7, 2022, A worker was on a building roof replacing existing braces. He was cutting a two-inch square steel tube with a small 

grinderfitted with a cut-off wheel and when the wheelblade was about to pass through the tube to complete the cut, the material pinched 

the blade and caused the grinder to kickback. The crew member lost control of the tool and dropped it on his foot, where it cut through 

his boot and lacerated his foot. The crew stopped work, left the work area, and inspected the worker’s injury. The worker went to a local 

urgent care for further evaluation and treatment.
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Date Of 

Incident Occupation

Type of 

Incident

Body Part /  

Root Cause Description

3/9/2022
Street Light 

Crew
Injury Fall

Injury - March 9, 2022, A street light repairman working in a residential neighborhood, stopped his vehicle on an incline, facing uphill, next 

to the curb, directly in front of the light being worked on. The repairman did not place the truck in P (PARK) or set the parking brake. 

When he exited the cab of the truck he did not notice or respond to the audible and visual alarm telling him the truck was still in D 

(DRIVE). He also did not deploy his wheel chocks once out of the cab. Once he entered the bucket and attached his safety harness, he 

could not get the boom to operate, he concluded the Power Take-Off (PTO) needed to be reset. He exited the bucket and as he did so, he 

realized the truck was starting to roll backwards. He jumped from the rear steps of the truck, landed on his feet and fell forward injuring 

himself. The truck continued to roll backwards down the street, coming to rest on the opposite end of the street against a slight incline. 

Residents called 911 and Fire and Sheriff’s Office responded. The repairman was transported to hospital and is recovering.

3/9/2022
Street Light 

Crew
Injury

Face, Mouth, 

and Heels

Injury - March 9, 2022, A street light repairman was tasked to troubleshoot and make repairs to a marble light in a residential 

neighborhood. He parked his vehicle (facing uphill) next to the curb directly in front of the light, exited the vehicle, donned his safety 

harness, and climbed into the bucket. The bucket would not operate, so the repairman believed that the power take-off (PTO) switch in 

the truck cab needed to be shut off and turned back on. While exiting the bucket, he noticed the vehicle began to roll backwards and was 

picking up speed, so he jumped off the vehicle from the back rear steps. He landed on his feet on the pavement, then fell forward due to 

the momentum of exiting the moving vehicle. The vehicle continued to roll backwards down the road approximately 200 feet until coming 

to a stop on a grassy slope. Residents called 911, the repairman was transported to a local hospital by ambulance, and emergency services 

secured the stopped vehicle when they arrived on-site. The repairman sustained minor injuries to his face, mouth, and heels.

3/10/2022 Outside Crew Injury
Struck by 

Wire/Fall

Injury - March 10, 2022, A line crew was working in a residential area to replace a 12 kV single-phase pole with secondaries. It was their 

second pole replacement of the day. Without incident, the crew unloaded the new pole and framed it on the ground, dug the new pole 

hole, applied protective cover to the line, and transferred the conductor to hot arms (temporary fiberglass crossarm extensions). The new 

pole had been staged close to the new hole but was blocking a customer's driveway. Just before the pole set, the homeowner approached 

the crew to ask if the pole could be moved so the homeowner could get out of their driveway. The crew agreed and the foreman operated 

the boom to move the pole. During the process, the boom inadvertently contacted the outside phase of the 12 kV, which caused the wire 

to part and fall to the ground. The crew secured the area and the foreman started to make appropriate notifications. Approximately 30 

minutes later, the groundman reported to the foreman that he was struck by the wire as it fell. Emergency services was contacted and the 

groundman was transported to a medical facility for evaluation, then released later that evening. 

3/14/2022 Tree Crew Injury
Punctured 

Hand

Injury - March 14, 2022, While working aloft performing compliance tree trimming in a residential backyard, a worker lost control of his 

pole pruner and attempted to catch it rather than letting it fall to the ground. The hook of the pole pruner struck and punctured his right 

hand. The worker descended the tree and the crew stopped work, cleaned up the jobsite, returned to the yard, and made proper 

notifications. After the injured worker’s phone consultation with a nurse, the general foreman accompanied the worker to the hospital 

and stayed until he was discharged.
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Date Of 

Incident Occupation

Type of 

Incident

Body Part /  

Root Cause Description

3/18/2022 Outside Crew
Significant 

Injury

Torn Thumb 

Tendon

Injury - March 18, 2022, As part of a collaborative, large-scale 12 kV reconductor project involving air operations, distribution, 

transmission, regional, and civil crews, a formal tailboard at the landing zone was given to all crews involved. Two groundmen were to 

stay back at the landing zone to help wherever needed. 

One groundman was to strip the ends of the covered conductor that would be needed after lunch. He began his work without hesitation 

but was unable to find the approved stripping tool(s) at the time he went to perform the task. Instead, he used a folding knife and cut 

himself on the outside of his left thumb. As information is still preliminary, it is unclear how the incident occurred (e.g., position of his 

hands, knife, conductor). Supervision was already on-site after attending the tailboard and took the groundman to urgent care. The 

groundman received immediate treatment for the wound in urgent care, then met with a hand specialist the next day. It was determined 

the groundman sustained a torn tendon, and he was scheduled for surgery. 

3/21/2022 Outside Crew Injury
Foot 

Laceration

Injury - March 21, 2022, A line crew was tasked with setting a 45-foot pole. One crew member was operating the boom and an apprentice 

and lineman were on the ground guiding the pole into position —the apprentice pushing the pole butt uphill and the lineman pulling. The 

apprentice signaled to the operator to lower the pole once it was over the hole,and as the pole was being lowered, the apprentice lost his 

footingon gravel that was on the road. The pole swung forward,and as it swung, it pinched the lineman’s foot between the pole butt and 

the asphalt.The lineman yelled, the operator winched-up immediately, and the lineman was able to pull his foot away. After the pole was 

set, the lineman removed his boot to see the injury and reported it to his foreman. The lineman was taken to a nearby medical facility 

where he was treated with stitches and released back to work.

3/28/2022 Outside Crew Injury
Sprained 

Finger

Injury - March 28, 2022, A line crew was working on a covered conductor installation job in a residential area,and when one of the 

linemen attempted to maneuver over a chain link fence, he injured his finger. Appropriate notifications were made, and the lineman was 

transported to a nearby hospital for evaluation. The lineman sustained a sprained finger.

4/8/2022 Outside Crew Injury Ankle Injury

Injury - April 8, 2022, A four-man line crew replaced a deteriorated crossarm on a 12 kV line without incident. After the work was 

concluded, one of the journeyman linemen was securing the bucket cover onto the cradled bucket when the cover strap broke and the 

lineman lost his balance, then fell approximately nine feet to the ground. The crew called an all-stop and assisted their crew member. The 

lineman felt discomfort around his ankle but did not want to call emergency services. As a precaution, the field supervisor transported the 

lineman to a hospital where he was treated and later released.

4/27/2022 Outside Crew Injury
Fractured 

Finger

Injury - April 27, 2022, A worker was driving a bucket truck pulling a woodchipper in a rural area. While descending a steep grade, the 

bucket truck brakes failed and caused the vehicle to gain speed uncontrollably. The driver observed an incline on the opposite side of the 

road and when he drove the truck onto the incline, the truck tipped onto its side and slid to a stop. The driver experienced pain in one 

hand and was taken to a local emergency room. He sustained a fractured finger and was treated and released. 

4/30/2022 Tree Crew
Significant 

Injury

Fracture's of 

Leg

Significant Injury - April 30, 2022, Without incident, a tree crew trimmed several trees while working from a ladder. To remove a stuck 

climb line* from a tree, the foreman stood on loose gravel, leaned back, and pulled with a significant amount of force. When the climb 

line released from the tree, the foreman fell to the ground and was injured. The foreman sustained two bone breaks, above his ankle and 

below his knee. *A climb line (rope) stabilizes a worker when working from a ladder by creating three points of contact so the worker can 

make cuts. 
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Incident Occupation
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Incident

Body Part /  

Root Cause Description

5/16/2022 Tree Crew Injury
Multiple Bee 

Stings

Injury - May 16, 2022, A tree crew foreman was going to perform compliance tree trimming working from a ladder. When he had

reached the ladder landing point and was going to tie-off to the tree, bees emerged from a hidden cavity covered by ivy inside the tree 

and stung the foreman multiple times. The foreman descended the ladder, but the bees continued to pursue and sting him. The crew 

member spotting the foreman from the ground helped remove bees from the foreman and at the foreman’s request, used a hose on him 

to spray off remaining attacking bees. The crew member then continued to get all bees off the foreman, and the homeowner offered to 

help the foreman. The crew member requested the homeowner to call 911 and the safety representative arrived on-site as this was 

happening. The crew member told the safety representative to call 911 and when he called, the line was busy. So, the safety 

representative checked the crew’s emergency plan and saw the nearest clinic/emergency room was about five minutes away. The safety 

representative brought the foreman to his vehicle, gave him an antihistamine from the first-aid kit, then drove him to the emergency 

room, where the foreman received medical assistance. 
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Date Of 

Incident Occupation

Type of 

Incident

Body Part /  

Root Cause Description

1/10/2022 Outside Crew CCII
Operator 

Error

CCII - January 10, 2022, As part of a job to replace a remote-control switch (RCS) on a 16 kV line, a four-man line crew would remove the 

old switch from the pole top and install a new load-break switch. Asection of the 16 kV line was to be switched out, de-energized, and 

grounded so the old switch could be worked safely. In the process of opening taps (detaching wire connection points) on a pole to de-

energize the section of line, the knuckle of the bucket truck made contact withthe energized line.Contact with the bucket truck caused the 

16 kV line to relay, lock-out, and burn down one phase of wire. The foreman called an all-stop, made sure all his crew members were all 

right, and made appropriate notifications. The crew re-tailboarded, made repairs, energized the section of 16 kV line, and completed the 

remainder of the job without further incident.

1/10/2022 Outside Crew CCII
Operator 

Error

CCII - January 10, 2022, When performing a construction cutover in a substation, a wireman foreman started old equipment demolition 

after lunch, without requesting assistance from the Test department to confirm the line was de-energized.The wiring foreman assumed 

the old transformer secondary wiring was cut in the clear on both ends. The old unit’s sudden-pressure relay cable was deteriorated in a 

collapsed conduit and broke during the removal. When the wire broke, it caused the wire to make contact, which triggered the old sudden-

pressure and lock-out relays to operate. The lockout relay was still connected to a 16 kV circuit breaker trip scheme and tripped the 

breaker, which caused a16 kV bus outage.

1/24/2022 Outside Crew CCII Operator 

Error
CCII - January 24, 2022, A five-man line crew was tasked with replacing a guy stub (support pole) that supported three span guys attached 

to a dead-end pole with transformer bank and three 16 kV phases. To support the dead-end pole while the guy stub was being replaced, 

the crew attached a temporary guy wire to the pole then began detaching the three span guys. As the top span guy was being slacked and 

the top of the pole leaned over, the north 16 kV phase sagged down into a streetlight mast arm. The 16 kV line relayed and one phase 

burnt down. The crew held no-test orders (NTO) on the circuit. The circuit was restored by a troubleman and the substation, and the 

decision was made to not put the north phase back up due to the streetlight mast arm encroachment.

1/31/2022 Outside Crew CCII
Operator 

Error

CCII - January 31, 2021, A tree-trimming crew rigged a 110-foot by 29-inch diameter breast height* (DBH) tree for removal, using a rope 

placed 3/4 of the way up in the tree canopy, and secured that rope to other rigging/rope anchored thru a strap outside of the dangerzone. 

After slack had been removed from the rigging, the feller (worker cutting the tree) made a face-cut, then the back-cut. As the tree fell, it 

took an unintended direction and struck two primary power lines and brought the lines to the ground.

1/31/2022 Outside Crew CCII
Operator 

Error

CCII - January 31, 2021, A switching program called foropening taps(detaching wire connection points) to de-energize a section of line 

from a designated pole structure. However, the foreman did not follow the program and opened a branch-line fuse** at a different 

structure instead, which resulted in an unplanned outage on six transformers beyond the scope of the original work/outage. Prior to 

performing the work, the general foreman had asked the foreman if the switching program called to open the branch-line fuse and the 

foreman confirmed it did. When the foreman realized he had de-energized from the wrong point, he notified the general foreman of the 

switching error and indicated he had already notified the distribution operations center and substation. Unfortunately, it was discovered 

the foreman did not pay attention to detail, double-check the switching program, or make the proper notifications, and he was not 

truthful with the general foreman.

2/7/2022 Outside Crew CCII
Operator 

Error

CCII - February 7, 2022, A crew was using a mini excavator to bore a hole for a fence in the existing fence hole/location. Using the auger 

attachment with a one-foot bit, the crew was digging where the plans called to dig but hit conduit and a power cable, which resulted in an 

arc flash and smoke. The crew immediately stopped work, secured the area, and made proper notifications. No injuries.

2/9/2022 Outside Crew CCII
Operator 

Error

CCII - February 9,2022, On Wednesday, February 9, 2022 at approximately 2300 hours, an Electric Operations Troubleman opened a 3-

phase gang-operated switch on a parallel circuit. The Troubleman felt no resistance to the switch when operating the switch handle, which 

was approximately 10 feet below the cross arm. As soon as he operated the handle to the open position, an arc flash started on the 

roadside phase and continued for a short period of time, raining down molten metal from the device until the circuit locked out. The 

Troubleman covered up inside of the bucket he was in to protect himself from the arc flash until the circuit locked out.

Contractor Circuit Interruption Incidents
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Date Of 

Incident Occupation

Type of 

Incident

Body Part /  

Root Cause Description

2/14/2022 Outside Crew CCII
Operator 

Error

CCII - February 14, 2021, A five-man line crew was replacing a deteriorated transmission pole on the shoulder of a rural road. The pole 

had a tangent 66 kV circuit and 12 kV underbuild. The two road-side 12 kV phases had been placed on an insulated hot arm*and 

protective cover installed on all three phases on both sides of the hot arm. The new pole was to be framed on the ground and had been 

off-loaded and set onto the framing jack stand, directly under and in-line with the overhead conductors. Rather than manually lifting and 

setting the new crossarm onto the pole, the two linemen framing the pole opted to use the winch line of the digger derrick truck.One 

lineman operated and swung the boom into position over the crossarm and the other hooked the crossarm to the winch line. The lineman 

operating the boom moved it to position the crossarm directly over the pole, and when the crossarm was nearly in position, the boom 

made contact withthe road-side phaseof the energized 12 kV and locked out the circuit. No injuries.

2/28/2022 Outside Crew CCII
Communicati

on Failure

CCII February 28,2022, Two linecrews were tasked with performing work on a 12 kV circuit and held independent tailboards before 

starting their work. Crew 1 was tasked with replacing branch-line fuses (BLF) while the branch line remained energized. Crew 2 was tode-

energize the adjacent branch line by opening and replacing the BLFs, then replace crossarms, guy wires, etc. downstream. When crew 2 

began to set up their work location, they tested the line and realized the line that should have been de-energized was still energized. This 

was due to miscommunication between the crews about tasks and which BLFs would remain energized and which would be de-energized

3/7/2022 Outside Crew CCII
Operator 

Error

CCII March 7,2022, A line crew was tasked with replacing a set of crossarms. The crew applied protective cover to the energized 12 kV 

conductors and proceeded to install one of the new bonded, fully-framed crossarms, but noticed a piece of cover had broken loose. They 

stopped and resecured the cover. After resecuring the cover, they began to place the arm in position and the cover came loose again. 

When the lineman placed the arm on the permanent bolt position, the arm twisted, which allowed bolts on the crossarm to make a phase-

to-phase contact of the energized circuit. The foreman called an all-stop, made sure all crew members were all right, and made 

appropriate notifications. After receiving approval, the foreman re-energized the line. No injuries.

3/7/2022 Outside Crew CCII

Improper 

Transformer 

Hookup

CCII March 7,2022, Without incident, three linecrews completed a project on a 4 kV line, which involved a span reconductor of primary 

wire and the reframing of six poles. They removed their grounds and re-energized the tap line,then received a call from the substation 

that the circuit had relayed. After inspection, it was identified that one of the crews had inadvertently banked transformers together 

(connected them together). The crew made proper notifications, unbanked the transformers, and the circuit was re-energized without 

further incident

3/21/2022 Tree Crew CCII
Unsecured 

Branch

CCII March 21,2022, A foreman working aloft was performing routine line clearance tree trimming, when an unsecured branch hanging on 

a lower limb fell onto the primary connection to the transformer below. The foreman descended to the ground and securedthe area, and 

proper notifications were made. A troublemanarrived on-site and power was restored. No injuries.

3/28/2022 Outside Crew CCII
Operator 

Error

CCII March 28,2022, A line crew was tasked to replace a pole and a switch on an energized 12 kV line. The crew took no-test orders (NTO) 

and without incident a journeymen lineman and an apprentice lineman applied cover to all primary phases, removed bonding and idle 

hardware, and used hoists, grips, and insulated link sticks to secure the phases to a spreader arm. The foreman and another apprentice 

observed from the ground. Once the conductors were secure, the crew began to raise the conductors. While raising the road-side phase, 

the strap hoist (covered by a black primary insulating blanket) made contact with the roadside switch mounting bracket hardwareand 

caused the 12 kV circuit to lockout.

3/28/2022 Outside Crew CCII Pole Control

CCII March 28,2022, A line crew was tasked to replace a 40-foot pole with a 45-foot pole. Withoutincident, the crew dug the pole hole, 

spread the single phase energized 12 kV, lifted the new pole between the phases, and set the pole in the hole. Once the pole was in the 

hole, the crew lowered the set chain to the ground to remove it once the pole was tamped into place. The crew then attempted to install 

a pole key* per the work orderbut the hole was not wide enough, so the pole key could not be installed. The crew raised the pole out of 

the holeto widen itbut did not adjust the set chain. So as the pole was raised, the pole butt cleared the holeand the pole grabbers on the 

line truck (used to stabilize the pole) came open due to the extra weight. The sudden loss of control of the pole caused it to flip and it 

made contact with one phase and broke the line,which resulted in a fuse opening down the line. An all-stop was called and proper 

notifications were made. The foreman ensured crew members were safe and uninjured, and assessed for property damage. The crew 

retailboardedand made repairs to the linewithout further incident.
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4/4/2022 Civil Crew CCII Dig-In

CCII April 4,2022, Unsafe Act, Crew-Caused Circuit Interruption, Unplanned Outage, Property Damage – A civil crew was tasked to dig a 

hole for a new pole set in a residential backyard. When hand-digging with a post hole digger, a worker struck a cable-in-conduit electrical 

line three feet below-grade. This resulted in an outage, and the foreman stopped work, secured the site, and made proper notifications. 

No injuries.

4/11/2022 Outside Crew CCII Wire Control

CCII April 11,2022, A line crew was tasked to replace nine spans of bare wire with covered conductor on a 12 kV circuit. The bare wire to 

be replaced was a combination of two different size wires, and to replace it the crew used the old wire to pull in the new. Instead of using 

the required pulling socks, swivels, and steel slings to connect the two sections of bare wire together for the pull, the crew took a shortcut 

and used preforms, and square and bowline knotstied from old 5/8” blue underground rope. During the pull, the tied preforms broke 

under tension and the old wire whipped up into the energized 115 kV line, which relayed the line.

4/18/2022 Outside Crew CCII
Operator 

Error

CCII April 18,2022, Without incident, a line crew replaced a dead-end pole and capacitor bank on a de-energized 16 kV line during a 

nighttime outage. The new capacitor bank vacuum switches were operated manually on the ground into the open position.After the new 

capacitor bank was successfully in place, a troubleman and crew energized the line and went to perform the final step of end-point testing 

the new capacitor bank. However, the foreman was told that after-hours end-point testing was not available and that the crew would 

need to come back to complete the testing. As instructed by the foreman, the lineman verified the vacuum switches were still open and 

closed the three fuse cutouts. The third fuse (outside field-side phase) did not make good contact with the top of the housing when the 

fuse cutout door was closed, and the fuse door inadvertently came open and created an electrical arc. The arc made contact with the 

adjacent cutout and caused a circuit interruption.
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1/3/2022 Outside Crew
Vehicle 

Incident

Operator 

Error

Vehicle Incident - January 3, 2022, A line crew completed work for the day, left the remote jobsite, and was returning to the laydown yard 

to unload poles and material. An apprentice was driving the digger derrick truck with trailer, followed by a journeyman lineman and 

apprentice in the bucket truck. The crew foreman had left ahead of the crew to gather materials for the next day’s work. Approximately 10-

15 minutes into the drive, the apprentice driving the digger derrick truck fell asleep and the vehicle drifted off the edge of the road, into a 

section of soft sand. The apprentice was startled when he felt the truck drive onto the sand and overcorrected the vehicle, which caused it 

to tip onto its side. (Figure 1) No injuries or third-party damage. Initial inquiries determined the crew had an approximately 13-hour rest 

period between shifts and vehicles were traveling at an appropriate rate of speed.  

1/10/2022
Inspection 

Crew

Weapon 

Discharge

Civilian Firing 

Weapon

Weapon Discharge, January 10, 2022, An inspection team door-knocked three residences and a trailer associated with their next group of 

assets to inspect. The crew followed notification standard operating procedure (SOP) to “knock, announce, knock, and announce” at each 

residence. The crew was also wearing high-visibility yellow and orange personal protective equipment (PPE) and were clearly visible from 

all residences in the area. Only one resident answered their door, mentioned they had been notified SCE would be conducting inspections, 

and granted the inspection team access to their property. The team began their inspection work of the asset, which was located on the 

adjacent property that had been door-knocked but did not answer. The asset was clearly visible from both the road and the adjacent 

property, and a drone could safely be flown for the inspection per SOP. As the team was completing the final portion of their inspection, 

they heard a shotgun blast.The team took cover and began to bring the drone home. A few seconds after the weapon discharge, the team 

saw a woman with a shotgun on the adjacent property approaching them. While the pilot was flying the drone back home, one of the 

team members tried to get the woman's attention, but she turned around and began walking back to her residence.

1/10/2022 Civil Crew
Property 

Damage

Improper 

Proceedure

Property Damage - Jaunuary 1, 2022, A civil crew conducted their pre-excavation walk of the site to identify all Underground Service Alert 

(USA) markings and any potential conflicts (marked utilities). During their job walk, the crew acknowledged marks on the street for a 

damaged fiber line. Then, they began excavating with a backhoe utilizing a designated spotter when they damaged the one-inch conduit 

housing of the fiber service line. The crew had failed to properly pothole (hand-dig an excavation hole) to confirm a utility was present.

1/10/2022 Tree Crew Close Call Unsafe Act

Close Call - January 10, 2022, A compliance tree trimming crew tied a rope 15 feet from the top of a 50-foot palm tree they were going to 

cut and then rigged the rope to an adjacent palm tree. The rope was to hold and lower the top section of the palm once it was cut. 

However, the weight of the cut-section of palm was too heavy and fell onto the adjacent palm tree. Under too much weight to withstand 

and maintain an upright, unbent condition, the tree bent toward the power lines. The cut section was lowered to the ground. At least 

three of the crew members were standing underneath the power lines next to the bucket truck as the cut was being made. The power line 

or tree could have fallen upon them and the surveyor visiting the site. After the incident, the crew confirmed no injuries or damage 

occurred and completed the remaining work without incident. 

1/17/2022 Outside Crew
Property 

Damage
Unsafe Act

Property Damage - January 17, 2022, A gas service was present near a secondary pole that was to be replaced in the same hole, so a 

digging crew hand-dug and exposed the gas service the day prior to the pole replacement. Before replacing the pole, a lineman on the 

crew determined the hole needed widening and believed there was enough room. When using a 24-inch auger to widen the hole, the 

auger struck the gas service. The crew called an all-stop, immediately vacated the area, called 911, and made proper notifications. The fire 

department arrived on scene to pinch the line and the gas company was called to make repairs.

Contractor Other Incidents
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1/24/2022 Outside Crew Close Call Flash

Close Call - January 24, 2022, In a substation next to a transformer bank, a test box had two existing conduits entering through the 

bottom, the 240V conduit feeding the test outlet and a smaller (1-1/4 inch) conduit adjacent to it. The test box with existing wiring was 

part of the original substation infrastructure and was energized, as it was put into service earlier in the project as part of the cut-overs. 

The cable was already tagged-out and prepared for removal. As the foreman was pulling out the smaller conduit, one of the wires 

terminated inside the test plug came loose and arced against the side of the box. The foreman quickly secured the loose wire, taped off 

the end, and immediately notified the checker, site representative, and on-site testing crew. The testing crew checked the breaker feeding 

the test outlet to confirm it had not tripped during the low-voltage arc, they turned the breaker off, and checked the wiring and 

equipment for damage. Additional proper notifications were made. No injuries or property damage. 

1/31/2022 Outside Crew
Property 

Damage

Lose of 

Control

Property Damage - January 31, 2022, A crew used a reach-lift with fork attachment to unload a delivery of cabinets —one crew member 

operated the lift, and two other crew members were spotters. When transporting one of the cabinets, one of the spotters signaled for the 

operator to tilt the forks on the lift and when the forks tilted, the cabinet’s balance shifted,and it tipped over. The crew stopped work and 

made appropriate notifications.

1/31/2022 Outside Crew
Property 

Damage

Collision 

Avoidance

Property Damage - January 31, 2022, A two-man crew driving to their first work location of the day was traveling approximately 15-20 

mph in traffic due to construction on the side of road. The driver’s view of traffic ahead was obstructed by semi-trucks, and when traffic 

suddenly stopped, the driver rear-ended the third-party vehicle in its path.

1/31/2022 Outside Crew
Property 

Damage

Operator 

Error

Property Damage - January 31, 2022, A line crew was tasked to replace the existing plate anchor rod on a pole and noted the sloping 

terrain and Underground Service Alert (USA) location markings around the structure’s location. After the crew potholed (dug an 

excavation hole using hand tools)approximately three-four feet to expose potential underground utilities, the crew used the auger to dig 

the remaining depth of the holeneeded to install the plate anchor rod. The foreman climbed onto the digger derrick truck and operated 

the auger and a journeyman lineman positioned himself near the auger as a spotter. After some digging, the auger was lifted out of the 

hole to have dirt cleaned off it, and crew members communicated they smelled natural gas. The foreman immediately called an all-stop 

and shut down all equipment, and the lineman spotting the auger evacuated the area to a safe position with other crew members.

2/28/2022 Outside Crew
Property 

Damage

Operator 

Error

Property Damage - February 28,2022, A line crew was tasked with reconductoring 13,000 feet of conductor on a 220 kV line. At 

thebeginning of the pull to remove the existing static line, the crew noticed higher than normal tension. The crew immediately stopped 

the pull and discovered a safety was left attached to the static line at one of the tower structures. Upon inspection of the lattice tower, 

they foundtwo steel braces had bent due to the strain. The crew retailboarded, made adjustments tothe work plan, and finished the pull 

without further incident.

2/28/2022 Civil Crew
Property 

Damage
Dig In

Property Damage - February 28,2022, A civil crew was replacing a switch enclosure and when a crew member was digging, the edge of 

the shovel came in contact withsecondary cable. This tripped the breaker of the generator being used to temporarily power the switch, 

caused a spark, and resulted in a burn mark on the shovel.

3/7/2022 Outside Crew
Property 

Damage

Vehicle 

Accident

Vehicle Accident - March 7,2022, A tree crew general foreman was driving home from work and stopped at an intersection. When the 

light turned green, he accelerated and reached to grab a tablet falling from the seat when the truck in front of him suddenly stopped. The 

foreman was unable to stop in time and hit the third-party vehicle in front of him. No injuries.

3/7/2022 Civil Crew
Property 

Damage
Wire Control

Property Damage - March 7,2022, As part of work to replace a deteriorated pole on a 66 kV line, the crew detached a communication line 

from the pole and tied it-off to a concrete streetlight for temporary support.The crew observed several semi-trucks pass under the tied-off 

communication line without issue and moved to their next task. A short time later, the load of a semi-truck and trailer snagged the 

communication line, which pulled down an adjacent pole on a 12 kV circuit.The crew attempted to stop the semi-truck driver, but the 

driver fled the scene. The crew used their on-site traffic control to stop traffic in all directions until it was safe for vehicles to proceed. 

Once the area was secured, the foreman made appropriate notifications

3/14/2022 Outside Crew
Property 

Damage

Speed-Driver 

Error

Property Damage - March 14,2022, A worker was driving a crane and when he attempted to make a right turn at an unsafe

speed, the crane tipped over. Proper notifications were made, and California Highway Patrol and

other emergency services arrived on-site. No reported injuries.
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4/4/2022 Civil Crew
Property 

Damage
Dig-In

Property Damage - April 4,2022, A civil crew was tasked to install conduit for a new electrical system. The crew identified marked utilities 

within their proposed excavation area on private property. When potholing* with a round point shovel, a worker struck and damaged a 

half-inch gas service. Work was immediately stopped, the area was secured, and proper notifications were made. No injuries.

4/25/2022 Outside Crew

Vehicle 

Incident-

Property 

Damage

No Spotter

Vehicle Incident-Property Damage - April 25,2022, When a line worker went to move his truck and trailer to a different location, he 

assessed there was insufficient room to pull forward and maneuver around an adjacent crew vehicle. So, without a spotter, he backed-up 

his truck and trailer, and backed into a private party vehicle parked directly behind him.

5/9/2022 Civil Crew Fire
Equipment 

Sparking

Fire - May 9,2022, A crewmember was using a chop saw to cut a steel plate with hot work permit requirements in place. While performing 

this task, a spark was carried by the wind onto a near embank-ment, causing a small brush fire. Crew immediately took steps to eliminate 

the fire with a fire extin-guisher and fire tools that were onsite.

5/9/2022 Outside Crew Fire Fallen Wire

Fire - May 9,2022, A contractor crew was in the high fire threat district working on a reconductor project and a brush fire started prior to 

work beginning due to a fallen wire. SDG&E Fire Coordination showed up to assist and when inspecting the contractors crew trucks, they 

found that some of the trucks were out of compliance and did not have the proper fire tools on hand.

5/9/2022 Outside Crew Near Miss
Lack of 

Testing

Near Miss - May 9,2022, Crew was in the process of rebuilding the 650 line for Liberty Utilities. The crew was tasked with getting wire 

from str 2 to the substation portal 650 line. The crew had wire setup at str 3, they pulled conductor through str 2 and down to the ground 

outside the substation fence, where the bucket was setup. They installed the pistol grip dead end shoe and the DE insulator on the wire. 

The JL at that point flew the Dead end up in the bucket truck to pin to the A-frame. On the A frame there was a vertical switch that was 

closed with a jumper going to a underhung aresstor on the top arm. From the bottom of the switch was a jumper going to a CT and from 

there to URD pothead termination. When the lineman pinned the dead-end he felt like there was a lot of induction on the dead-end. He 

flew to the ground and notified the foreman that it felt like there was a lot of induction more than the 60kv line that paralleled the sub 

would make. At that point they tested the switch and it was energized at 120kv. The foreman called NVE system to see if he could get 

permission to open theswitch, NVE said they did not show the switch or cable in there system or mapping.The liberty inspector was 

notified of the situation that happened by the foreman, and that the cable and switch were energized. A NVE sub switchman showed up 

about a hour and a half later and opened the switch and verified that nothing was in there system that even showed this. The crew called 

a all stop and did not proceed with any more work on that tower. They crew discussed the mistakes that were made, by not verifying the 

switches were de-energized by testing. MAD distance was broke when we pinned the dead-end. Complacency came into play because the 

whole crew was under the assumption that this was a new construction project and everything on the portal tower was new and de-

energized. Test for any nominal voltage on all sources. Never Assume. Communicate with all entity’s involved.

5/9/2022 Outside Crew
Fiber Line 

Break
Wire Control

Fiber Line Break - May 9,2022, A five-man line crew was tasked with reframing three de-energized and grounded structures. The 

journeyman lineman operating the bucket truck was booming down with the knuckle in the vertical positionto hand-off a crossarm to the 

apprentice linemanon the ground. When booming back up into his working position, the journeyman heard a loud popping sound. He had 

not paid attention to the fiber line below the bucket’s second stage and when he boomed back up, the fiber line was caught on the second 

stage of the bucket and broke. The foremanimmediately called an all-stop, gathered his crew to retailboard, contacted supervision, and 

rolled up the fiber line and secured it to the pole. Appropriatenotifications were made. No injuries. The crew completed their work 

without further incident.

5/9/2022 Outside Crew
Secondary 

Failure

Improper 

Installation

Secondary Failure - May 9,2022, As part of a 66 kV circuit breaker (CB) commissioning, a maintenance crew in a substation was pushing 

secondary voltage to the 66 kV CB when they realized that the palette was getting hot. Once they deenergized the wiring, they noticed 

field wiring in the CB pull box had not been not safe-ended after lugs were installed and had been pushed back into conduit next to the 

feed, which caused the wiring to ground-out. The crew stopped all work, made appropriate notifications, and held a safety stand down. 

No injuries.
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5/9/2022 Outside Crew
Civilian Vehicle 

Damage

Loss of 

Hardware 

Control

Civilian Vehicle Damage - May 9,2022, A journeyman lineman installed a new streetlight and noticed there was no power. He identified 

the neutral was damaged and when he removed the one-bolt to fix the neutral, the bolt slipped out of his hands and cracked the 

windshield of a third-party vehicle.Appropriate notifications were made, including contact made with the third-party vehicle owner to 

replace the windshield.
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5/13/2022 SCE Civil Crew
Civilian Auto 

Incident

3 - Civilian 

Fatalities

Fatality - May 13,2022, A SoCal Edison civil crew was working on an underground structure of a 12 kV circuit. The crew had closed a 

nearby on-ramp as a safety precaution and set up a backhoe trailer within another area of their established traffic control to act as a 

buffer to oncoming traffic. While the foreman was in his truck and another employee was near the outside of the truck, a third-party 

vehicle drove into the coned-off traffic control area and hit the backhoe trailer, which pushed the trailer into the foreman's truck. The 

foreman's truck was pushed forward by the impact and caused the foreman to strike his head, then his truck hit the other crew member, 

who fell backwards and hit his head on the curb. Other crew members heard a loud noise, saw debris, and the third-party vehicle burst 

into flames. Both the injured foreman and crew member were treated at a hospital and released. Tragically, the three people inside the 

third-party vehicle were all fatally injured.

5/9/2022
SCE Survey 

Crew

Civilian Auto 

Incident
Fatality

Fatality - May 9,2022,  A subcontracted surveyor that was working for SoCal Edison was performing work on a median and was struck by a 

third party vehicle. He was transported to the nearest medical center where he unfortunately succumbed to his injuries.

5/4/2022
PG&E Gas 

Crew

Significant 

Injury
2-Fatalities

Fatality - May 4,2022,  Crew was pigging a pipeline after a hydrostatic test and placed foam pigs into the launcher. The pig receiver door 

was open, the pig released, and struck two employees that were directly in front of the door. The crew called 911 and both employees 

were transported to the hospital. Neither employee survived their injuries. 

Customer Accidents/Incidents
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Safety Bulletin
Valley Fever

The Risks
Valley fever, also called “cocci,” is an infectious disease caused by the coccidioides fungus that lives in the soil and 
dirt in certain areas of California and the southwestern United States. Anyone who lives in, works in, or visits a 
place with Valley Fever can be infected.

While people can get Valley Fever any time of the year, it’s most likely to cause infection in late summer and fall. 
The fungus is thought to grow best after heavy rain. Windy, hot and dry conditions increase the chance the spores 
will be released into the air.

This Safety Bulletin is to communicate the risks, symptoms and preventive measures associated 
with Valley Fever.

May 2019 │ Contact your Field Safety Advisor, Edison Representative, or ContractorSafety@sce.com

How could I become infected with 
Valley Fever?
If you inhale this fungus from dust in the air, it can 
infect your lungs. About 60% of people infected with 
Valley Fever have no symptoms, and their bodies will 
fight off the infection naturally. People who do get 
sick usually develop symptoms 1 to 3 weeks after 
breathing in the fungus. These symptoms can last a 
month or more.

Symptoms
When exposure or disease is suspected, prompt medical evaluation 
is recommended. 
Symptoms may be similar to allergic reactions, like hay fever. 
Diagnostic tests are available to confirm a diagnosis of Valley Fever.
Most people that get Valley Fever will not get infected a second 
time, but some people are at higher risk of contracting Valley 
Fever, including those who:

Symptoms can include:

• Fever
• Chest Pain
• Cough
• Fatigue
• Headache

• Night sweats
• Shortness of breath
• Muscle aches or joint pain
• Rash on the upper body

or legs

In a small number of cases, the infection can 
spread beyond the lungs. This usually occurs 
within the first 6 to 12 months after the initial 
infection. Signs and symptoms that Valley 
Fever that has spread will vary, but may 
include fever, raised skin lesions, lymph node 
swelling, pain and swelling in the joints, stiff 
neck and recurrent headaches.

 have diabetes
 are Black or Filipino
 are over 60 years of age
 have had organ

transplants

 have weakened immune systems
 take certain medications,

including corticosteroids or
TNF-inhibitors

 are HIV positive or have AIDS

Spreading the Spores
Valley Fever spores cannot be seen with by the naked eye. All dust from areas where the fungus is prevalent 
should be treated as if it is contaminated. Valley Fever is not communicable. It cannot be transmitted from one 
person to another or by infected animals.

The disease can be spread by transporting items contaminated with the spores to uncontaminated environments, 
like vehicles. A very small exposure to the spore can result in illness. The best prevention is containing the spores.
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Safety Bulletin Valley Fever

May 2019 │ Contact your Field Safety Advisor, Edison Representative, or ContractorSafety@sce.com

Prevention
People who live, work, or travel 
in areas common to Valley Fever 
can try to avoid spending time 
in these areas as much as 
possible to reduce the risk of 
breathing in the fungus from 
dust in the air.
There is no vaccine to prevent 
Valley Fever, but here are some 
examples of preventative 
measures:
• While driving in these areas,

keep car windows closed and
use recirculating air, if
available

• Stay upwind of the area
where dirt is being disturbed

• Wet down soil before digging
or disturbing dirt to reduce
dust, and continue to wet the
soil while working

• Wash up before leaving the
worksite

• After returning indoors and
before leaving the worksite,
change clothes if covered
with dirt
• Be careful not to shake out

clothing and breathe in
the dust before washing

• If someone else is washing
your clothes, warn the
person before they handle
the clothes

• Rinse off equipment/tools
that have been working in
the possible affected dirt
before it is moved offsite

• Consider wearing an N95
mask or respirator –
respiratory masks with higher
ratings are also acceptable

Respiratory Protection
N95 and P100 respiratory protection may be worn to help protect against 
breathing spores. Use is voluntary. Voluntary users are required to review 
Appendix D of the Respiratory Protection Regulations prior to use.  

Do not reuse masks used for protection from Valley Fever fungus.

Here are some tips to get the best use out of your mask:
Facial hair can interfere with the seal between the face and the respirator –
removing facial hair will improve the seal of the respirator and increase the 
protection. Make sure the upper strap rests on the crown of your head and the 
lower strap is placed just below the ears. Conduct a seal check every time you 
put on a dust mask by placing both hands over the respirator and inhale 
sharply – the respirator should collapse slightly, if air leaks between the face 
and face seal of the respirator, reposition it and adjust the nose clip (if there is 
one) for a more secure seal. If you cannot achieve a proper seal, the filtering 
face piece is not providing the intended level of protection.

Reducing Risk

In most people, the infection will 
go away on its own, but all 
persons with symptoms should see 
a healthcare provider. Although it 
can be difficult to prevent Valley 
Fever, the best way to reduce your 
risk is to avoid breathing in dirt or 
dust in areas where Valley Fever is 
common (see map).

Manf. Model Designation Description

3M 8511 N95 Cool flow exhalation valve, adjustable noseclip

3M 8577 P95 Carbon layer reduces exposure to nuisance levels of 
organic vapors, exhalation valve

3M 8293 P100 Adjustable buckle straps, adjustable noseclip, 
compatible with protective eyewear

Moldex 2360 P100

Molded nose bridge with foam face cushion, exhalation 
valve so breathing resistance is reduced, adjustable 
cloth straps allow a comfortable fit with a simple tug on 
the straps. 

Moldex 2200 N95 The Dura-Mesh® shell, exclusive to Moldex®, protects 
the filter media so it stays cleaner-looking longer.

If you believe you have been exposed to Valley Fever, contact your supervisor and/or 
your other company-designated support resources.



Immediate Actions to take

Critical Reminders
 Practice the STOP work principle – speak up when a 

hazard is present
 Talk with your teams and get feedback about ways to 

identify hazards and if possible, eliminate them 
before you start the job 

 If your work location has a Safety Action Plan, review 
it with your leadership

Use Pause and Peer Check
Review the Pause and Peer Check process with your team
Ensure their understanding by asking them to explain the process

Review safety materials
Have teams refresh their knowledge (resources linked externally, if available):

Flashes
• Adequate Cover Training
• Arc Flash Manual - Distribution
• Rubber Glove Manual
• Rubber Gloving Safety Bulletin
• JHA - Rubber Gloving Pole - Bucket

Fall Protection
• Secondary Rope Safety Bulletin
• Wood and Composite Pole Fall Protection Policy

Slips, Trips and Falls
• JHA - Fall from Ladder – new!
• JHA - Slips, Trips and Falls – new!
• OE - Fall from Ladder

LADDER SAFETY
Before stepping onto the ladder:
• Inspect to ensure there are no 

physical defects like loose rungs, 
screws, or bolts; cracks or splits on 
any metal, fiber glass, or wood; or 
damaged or worn bases

• Check the weight rating on the label 
to make sure that your weight plus 
the weight of tools/equipment, 
does not overload the ladder

• Plan the work before starting: What 
will my path of travel be? What 
obstructions will I need to work 
around? Will I have help while using 
the ladder? What will the weather 
be like?

While using the ladder:
• Set the ladder on a flat and stable 

surface
• Ensure that the proper angle is 

made between the ladder and the 
structure it's leaning against

• Maintain 3 points of contact
• Make sure the top of the ladder is 

secured and has the proper 
height above the roof line if 
climbing onto a roof

• Never overreach to either side when 
on the ladder

• Never attempt to move the ladder 
while still on it

• Always wear appropriate clothing 
and footwear

Safety Action Guide
The following safety events could have resulted in serious or 
fatal injuries. Use this guide to have a conversation with your
team to discuss how to mitigate recurrence. 

Contact your Field Safety Advisor, Edison Representative, or ContractorSafety@sce.com│ March 2022

If you need assistance, contact your supervisor and/or your other company-designated support resources.



Action Required for Leaders:  Communicate the following to craft employees:

1.  The purpose of this process is to help prevent a potential serious injury and protect our workers.

2.  In addition to the tailboard, and immediately before conducting one of these critical tasks, pause 
 and utilize peer check to ensure your actions are going to safely accomplish the desired results. 
 If working alone, utilize the self check method.

3.  Performing self checks or peer checks throughout the job will help everyone safely complete 
 these critical tasks so we go home safely to the people and activities that are most important to us.  

.

Immediate Pause and 
Peer Check Process

Effective April 27th, 2020, and until further notice, a T&D Peer Check/Self Check is required for Rules 
That Will Keep You Alive tasks.

Due to recent injuries, both serious and the potential to be, Edison field safety in partnership with T&D 
leadership has developed the following process as an additional safety measure to keep workers safe. 
This process will be used anytime our workers are performing tasks that involve the Rules That Will Keep 
You Alive:

1. Must wear required arc resistant/flame resistant (AR/FR) clothing when performing any task that 
involves working on or near energized lines and equipment
 a. Example: At the jobsite, review the arc flash manual to ensure appropriate calorie rated PPE is 
 worn for the task being performed.

2. Use fall protection while in an aerial lift or climbing poles and towers.
 a. Example: Ensure the approved fall protection equipment is inspected, secured and used properly.

3. Use protective cover and high voltage rubber gloves while working on or near high voltage lines 
and equipment.
 a. Example: Ensure all second points of contact are identified and mitigated, and minimum approach 
 distance (MAD) is identified and eliminated with cover.

4. Lines and equipment, normally energized above 600 volts, must be verified, tested, and grounded 
when required, utilizing personal grounds between the work location and every source.
 a. Example: Identify and test immediately prior to installing personal grounds. Refer to your 
 grounding manual.

The hazards identified in this document aren’t all-inclusive. Other hazards may be present in the 
work environment and should also be mitigated. 

Rev. 3/2021



Activity / 
Environment Primary Hazards Critical Observable Actions

 Planning

    The Helicopter Operations Contractor has a signed HASP on site
    There is a signed pre-flight meeting involving all personnel
    There is a documented and thorough Emergency Action Plan (EAP)
    Stop Work Authority has been discussed
    There is a Congested Area Plan (CAP) in place if required
    Crew and pilot have established the safest path of travel.
    Crew is wearing appropriate PPE and no loose clothing
    The pilot has completed a pre-flight inspection prior to operations
    Weather is conducive to safe operation
    Non-essential personnel remain at least 100 feet away from operations
    Flight crew has coordinated with aviation/military authorities (if required)
    All road crossings have been identified and mitigated
    Pole and equipment weight has been confirmed prior to the lift
 Pilot controls load safely and skillfully
 Pilot maintains Minimum Approach Distance (MAD)

 Communication

   There is a primary and secondary communication plan in place
   Communication equipment is functional
   Communication roles are clearly defined
   Crews are communicating efficiently and effectively
 Load is confirmed free and clear before pilot climbs away

 Site Security and  
 Safety

   The landing site is well organized and free of debris
   Landing zones are predetermined and clearly delineated
   Tools, equipment, and materials are secure
   All flyable debris has been secured or removed
   All upslope hazards have been removed
   All ground protrusions have been removed
   Doors on vehicles and tool bins are closed and secure
   Pedestrians and non-project vehicles are kept clear
   Dust is mitigated
   Pilot remains at controls whenever rotors are under power

 Helicopter  
 Ingress/Egress

   Passengers/crew only approach in full view of the pilot
   Passengers/crew only approach with the pilot’s approval
   Passengers/crew remain low during ingress/egress
   All tools are carried below shoulder level
   The helicopter is approached or departed from down slope

 Basic Safety  
 Requirements

   Fuel samples are taken at the beginning of the day
   Fueling equipment is in good condition
   The fuel truck is pre-positioned minimum 15’ outside of helicopter rotor
   Trailer wheels are chocked and secured if unhitched
   The crew has an effective spill plan and equipment in place

 Fire

   Bond wire or grounding cable first on, and last off during fueling
   Appropriate fire extinguisher is readily available
   There are no passengers in the helicopter during fueling
   There is no smoking in the vicinity during fueling

 

   

Critical Observable Action Table
Air Operations
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Activity / 
Environment Primary Hazards Critical Observable Actions

 

   

Critical Observable Action Table
Air Operations

 Basic Safety 
 Requirements

   Ground crew knows the flight path of the load
   Tag lines are secured prior to the lift
   Crew placement is optimal
   Natural hazards are identified and mitigated

 Slopes/Cliffs    Fall protection is used as required and if safe to do so
   Equipment and unsecured debris are effectively secured

 Struck By / Caught  
 Between / Dropped 
 Objects

   Crews avoid the bight and drop zone
   Pole hardware and components are properly secured or removed
   Ground crew approaches the pole at chest level or below
   Pilot is using effective load control technique
   Crew is off the pole to be removed prior to placement of new pole

 Static Electricity / 
 Electrical Contact

   Conductors are spread and covered sufficiently
   Ground crews are using appropriate Class 2 rubber gloves depending on operations

 Pole Stability    There is a Sonotube in the hole prior to placement
   The crew has accounted for any changes to pole support (e.g., guy removal, etc)

 Dropped Load / 
 Rigging Failure

    Rigging is in good condition and of ample capacity
    Pole to be removed is safe to fly
    Pole is securely rigged
 Pole and components are secured at all stages.

 Snags
   Pole steps are covered or removed
   Pole step coverings are tapered
   All overhead utilities appropriately brought to the ground or moved to one side

 Basic Safety

    Ground crew knows the flight path of the load
    Ground crew roles are clearly defined prior to operations
    There is a clear point of contact between the pilot and the ground crew
 Long line is of sufficient length.

 Static Electricity /  
 Electrical Contact

   Ground crews wearing Class 2 rubber gloves if necessary
   In an energized environment helicopter load lines are non-conductive

 Struck By / Caught 
 Between

   The ground crew is alert and focused on the task at hand
   There are no mobile phones in use during longline operations
   The ground crew is avoiding the bight
   The ground crew has an effective escape route
   Ground crew is wearing high visibility clothing
   Only essential crew near where load is to be received or picked up
   Ground crew approaches the load at chest level or below

 Slopes / Cliffs    Fall protection is used as required and if safe to do so
   Equipment and unsecured debris are effectively secured

 Rigging Failure /  
 Dropped Load

   Cargo hooks have primary and secondary release mechanisms
   Helicopter and rigging are sufficient for the load
   Rigging is checked determined to be safe prior to lifting
   Rigging is in good condition and of ample capacity
   Ground personnel remains out from under suspended loads
   Containers and bags are properly rated, in good condition, and used as designed
   All materials are properly secured
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Activity / 
Environment Primary Hazards Critical Observable Actions

 

   

Critical Observable Action Table
Air Operations

 Basic Safety 
 Requirements

     The use of HEC is approved, appropriate, and necessary for the job objective
     Each crew member involved in HEC has been properly trained and qualified
 The helicopter has a double attachment point (dual-hook systems, or approved
          waiver from FAA)

 Fall Protection / 
 Dropped Objects

    Fall protection is inspected daily and confirmed safe prior to use
    Dedicated long line in good condition and within expiration date
    The long line has a 10:1 safety ratio
    Double attachment point
    The helicopter is operated smoothly
    Lineman avoids unnecessary maneuvers
    Lineman maintains 100% fall protection during transfer
    Lineman tools are secured from falling
 Personal fall protection worn correctly

  Structure 
  Transfer

   Lineman has 100% fall protection attached to approved anchorage point. 

   [Skid Transfer] Lineman bonds to the structure prior to transfer.

   [Skid Transfer] Lineman is never attached to the helicopter and structure
      at the same time.

 Basic Safety 
 Requirements

   There is effective communication between linemen, groundmen, tensioner, and pilot(s)
   The pilot maintains an aircraft orientation that allows constant visibility in both directions
   Line is free of travel without any snags or impartments during a wire operation
   A ballast weight of a minimum 300 pounds is utilized when pulling from the aircraft 
         belly hook attachment point
   Crews are avoiding the bight during line stringing
   Getaway roller is appropriate for the pull.

 Electrical Contact /  
 Induction

   When stringing lines or conductors close to or parallel to energized lines, conductive
       lines or reels, payout machines, and conductors are grounded

 Dropped Wire

   The weight of the external load is within the manufacturer’s load limit
   Each site along the pull is secure
   Traffic is stopped or managed at each crossing
   Crews are using effective rigging for line stringing (i.e., breakaway swivels, 
      carabiners, etc)
   When the line is attached to helicopter’s belly hook, the attachment point does not 
       exceed a 30-degree angle from vertical
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Activity / 
Environment Primary Hazards Critical Observable Actions

 General

   Contractor Health and Safety Program (HASP) is on site.
   The crew has a thorough tailboard, covering all Primary Hazards, signed by all on site.
   There is an Emergency Action Plan on site.
   Emergency rescue equipment is on site, readily available.
   The site is well organized and free of tripping hazards.
   Weather conditions safe for the work to be performed.
   There is ample water and shade on site, especially if temperatures exceed 80 degrees.
   The crew is wearing proper clothing based upon site condition and scope.

 Fire Hazards
   Fire evacuation plan is on site, if required.
   Required fire tools are on site and easily accessible.
   Vehicles are parked in direction of egress.

 Basic Personal  
 Protective 
 Equipment

   The crew is wearing proper head protection.
   The crew is wearing safety glasses.
   The crew is wearing hand protection.
   The crew is wearing foot protection.

 Traffic Hazards

   There is effective traffic control in place, with an approved traffic control plan 
         (if necessary), allowing for smooth and safe traffic flow.
   Approved pedestrian control plans are in place (if necessary), and pedestrians are 
        diverted safely around the worksite, or are escorted safely through the worksite.
   The crew is wearing high visibility clothing when working adjacent to traffic or at night.

 Human 
 Performance

   The crew is working at a safe pace.
   The crew is communicating effectively.
   The crew is avoiding pinch points and bights.
   The crew is working free of distractions (i.e. mobile phones, etc).
   The crew is using three-way communication for critical tasks.
   The crew is using Peer Check during critical tasks.
   Individual workers are using Self Check during critical tasks.
   The crew demonstrates a Questioning Attitude during critical tasks.
   The crew knows to exercise Stop Work Authority whenever anyone is unsure about 
         the safety of an activity.

 Backing Hazards    Crew is using spotter when backing vehicles.
   Driver performs Circle of Safety (360 degrees) prior to backing when there is no spotter.

 Collision

   Vehicle has been inspected, prior to use (documented).
   Crew has a pre-planned route.
   Roads are confirmed safe to drive.
   Driver avoids distractions.
   Driver maintains safe distance.
   Driver maintains a safe speed.
   Driver uses turn signals.
   Driver uses low gears down declines.

 Driving with a 
 Trailer

   Trailer connections are sound.
   Trailer has been inspected and confirmed to be in good condition.
   Trailer is the appropriate size for load (trailer loaded correctly).
   Crew uses a chase vehicle (comms between the two) with oversized loads.

 Load Securement    Loads are secured properly.

 Fall from Heights    Crew maintains 3 POC when ascending and descending.
   Walking surfaces are free of tripping hazards and oil.

 Overhead 
 Obstructions

   Crew uses a spotter to avoid overhead obstructions.
   Equipment (boom, etc) is properly stowed.

Critical Observable Action Table
Overhead Distribution
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Activity / 
Environment Primary Hazards Critical Observable Actions

Critical Observable Action Table
Overhead Distribution

 Dropped Objects

   Crew has established a clearly defined drop zone.
   Tools are tethered.
   Tools hung from the bucket are secured properly.
   Crews are using handlines.

 Bight
   The crew has accurately identified and avoids the bight.
   The crew keeps their hands within the bucket while moving.
   The hydraulic system of the truck appears in good condition.

 Fall from Heights

   The crew has confirmed the structure is safe to climb (visually and physically).
   Pole is adequately supported if required, before climbing.
   The crew is using 100% fall protection.
   Personal fall protection and equipment is in good condition and worn correctly.
   Fall protection attached to appropriate anchorage point.

 Fall from Heights

   Ladder is in good condition.
   Ladders has non-skid pads.
   Ladder is secure from falling and on firm level ground.
   Ladder extends three feet above upper landing.
   Crew is using fall protection, if required.
   Ladder is setup with a 4:1 ratio.
   Crew is using appropriate ladder as intended for work being performed.
   Crew maintains 3 POC, facing the ladder, and working without overreaching.

 Electrical Contact

   The crew has ample cover (i.e. second point of contact).
   Gloves and sleeves are within their test dates.
   Gloves and sleeves have passed inspection, prior to use.
   Crew maintains Minimum Approach Distance (MAD).
   Crew is wearing gloves and sleeves when working within the MAD.
   The crew has grounded effectively per contractor grounding plan.
   The crew has effective Lock Out Tag Out in place (i.e. clearance).
   The open points are tagged.
   There is an engaged qualified observer when crew is working in the Primary Zone.
   The crew has defended against backfeed and induction (i.e. open points, grounding).
   Equipment within the energized primary zone is barricaded.

 Arc Flash    The crew has confirmed the Arc Flash requirements for their work area.
   Crew is wearing appropriate Arc Flash PPE level.

 Rigging Failure

   Rigging is tagged and in good condition.
   Rigging sufficient for the weight of the load.
   The load is rigged correctly.
   The crew is using tag lines to control the load if applicable.
   Rigging is protected against sharp edges.
   The load is not flown over crew members, pedestrians, etc.

 Equipment Failure

   Operator has completed pre-flight.
   Equipment is inspected and in good condition.
   Equipment capacity is sufficient for the load in its present configuration.
   Operator is certified and qualified.
   Equipment operated according to manufacturer design.

 Electrical Contact

   There is a qualified engaged observer.
   The insulated stage of the digger derrick is extended.
   Equipment is barricaded when working near or in the Primary Zone.
   Conductors are spread.
   Crew has proper cover in place.
   There is effective communication between spotter and operator.

 Crane Instability
   The crew has a lift plan in place.
   The crane is stable (outriggers, soil, etc.).
   Wind and weather are safe for suspended loads.
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Activity / 
Environment Primary Hazards Critical Observable Actions

Critical Observable Action Table
Overhead Distribution

 Laceration    The crew is operating chainsaws safely.
   The chainsaw is in good condition.

 Fire Hazards
   The area around chainsaw operations is clear.
   The crew mitigates fire danger while refueling the chainsaw.
   The crew is using the proper sized chainsaw.

 Structure Failure    Structure is capable of holding tension/strain.
   The crew has properly guyed the structure.

 Electrical Contact /  
 Induction

   The crew has ample cover in place.
   The crew has guard structures in place.
   The crew has no test orders in place, as applicable.
   The crew has established an equipotential zone (EPZ) as applicable.
   The crew uses grounded travelers as per their pull plan.

 Wire Hang Up

   Effective communication is in place.
   The crew has removed grounds prior to pulling wire.
   There is a spotter following the pulling sock.
   There is proper rigging in place.
   The crew is using proper bypass tension.

 Rigging Failure    Rigging is in good condition.
   Rigging is sufficient for the anticipated strain.

 Road / Railway 
 Crossings

   Necessary permits are in place.
   Observers are in place if necessary.
   Necessary traffic control is in place.

 Mechanical Failure    Equipment is in good condition.

 Communication  
 Failure

   The crew has a pull plan in place.
   The crew is communicating effectively.

 Dropped Wire

   There are guard structures where required.
   There is proper tension on pullers.
   There is proper rigging in place and in good condition.
   Wire is sound for pull (splices, rigging, tools, etc).

 Utility Strike
   Crew has a valid current USA ticket on site.
   Markings are clear and legible.
   Crew hand digs to reveal conflicting utilities (within 24 inches either side) before 
         mechanized digging.
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Activity /
Environment Primary Hazards Critical Observable Actions

 General

   There is a Contractor Health and Safety Program (HASP) on site
   The crew has completed a thorough tailboard, covering all Primary Hazards 
       (critical hold points), and it is signed by all.
   There is an Emergency Action Plan (EAP) on site.
   Emergency rescue equipment is on site, and readily available.
   The site is well organized and free of tripping hazards.
   Weather condition is safe for the work to be performed.
   There is ample water and shade on site, especially if temperatures
        exceed 80 degrees.
   The crew is wearing appropriate clothing for their scope and environment.

 Fire
   There is a fire evacuation plan on site, if required.
   Required fire tools are on site and easily accessible.
   Vehicles are parked in a cleared area when possible, and in the direction of egress.

 Basic Personal   
 Protective  
 Equipment

   Crew is wearing proper head protection.
   Crew is wearing safety glasses.
   Crew is wearing hand protection.
   Crew is wearing foot protection.

 Traffic

   Effective traffic control is in place, with an approved traffic control plan (if necessary), 
      allowing for smooth and safe traffic flow.
   Approved pedestrian control plans are in place (if necessary), and pedestrians are 
      diverted safely around the worksite, or are escorted safely through the worksite.
   The crew is wearing high visibility clothing when working adjacent to traffic or at night.

 Human  
 Performance

   The crew is communicating effectively.
   The crew is using three-way communication for critical tasks.
   The crew is working at a safe pace.
   The crew is avoiding pinch points and bights.
   The crew is working free of distractions (e.g. mobile phones, etc. ).
   The crew is using Peer Check during critical tasks.
   Individual workers are using Self Check during critical tasks.
   The crew demonstrates a Questioning Attitude during critical tasks.
   The crew knows to exercise Stop Work Authority whenever anyone is unsure
        about the safety of an activity.

 Dropped Objects

   Crew has established a clearly defined drop zone.
   Tools are tethered.
   Tools hung from the bucket are secured properly.
   Crews are using handlines.

 Bight
   The crew has accurately identified and avoids the bight.
   The crew keeps their hands within the bucket while moving.
   The hydraulic system of the truck appears in good condition.

 Fall from Heights

   The crew has confirmed the structure is safe to climb (visually and physically).
   Pole is adequately supported, if required, before climbing.
   The crew is using 100% fall protection.
   Personal fall protection and equipment is in good condition and worn correctly.
   Fall protection attached to appropriate anchorage point.

 Induction

   Approved site-specific grounding plan, including EPZ grounding, is on site.
   Equipment is EPZ grounded.
   Crane basket is bonded to the wire.
   If accessible, crane is bonded to the structure.
   Equipment is barricaded.

 Ladders and 
 Platforms

   Ladders and platforms are pre-inspected and in good condition.
   Anticipated load within capacity of the ladder or platform.
   Ladders and platforms are anchored to structure properly.
   Fall protection attached to an appropriate anchorage point.
   Safety chains are in place.

    

Critical Observable Action Table
Transmission Bulk Power
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Activity /
Environment Primary Hazards Critical Observable Actions

    

Critical Observable Action Table
Transmission Bulk Power

 Induction / 
 Electrical Contact

   Approved site-specific grounding plan is in place.
   Equipment is EPZ grounded.
   All equipment on site is bonded properly.
   Equipment barricaded and proper personnel transition is in place.

 Dropped Wire

   Old conductor is inspected and confirmed safe to pull.
   There is an approved pull plan on site.
   Guard structures are in place.
   Adequate cover over hot crossings are in place.
   Line status is confirmed.
   Traffic/pedestrian security is in place.
   Traffic and railroad crossing permits are in place as required.
   Effective radio communication is established.
   Qualified observers are present at critical points.

 Rigging Failure
   Ensure proper rigging meets anticipated tensions.
   Rigging equipment is in good condition.
   Rigging is applied correctly (grips, hoists, slings, shackles, etc. ).

 Equipment Failure

   Equipment has been inspected, has valid certifications, and is in good condition.
   Equipment is set up correctly.
   Crew is using correct equipment for the job.
   Equipment operated in a safe manner and as designed.

 Structure Failure
   Structure is visibly sound.
   Tension is within structure capacity.
   Foundation integrity has been confirmed.

 Backing Into / Over
   Crew is using spotter when backing vehicles.
   Driver performs Circle of Safety (360 degrees) prior to backing when 
       there is no spotter.

 Collision

   Vehicle has been inspected prior to use (documented).
   Crew has a pre-planned route.
   Roads are confirmed safe to drive.
   Driver avoids distractions.
   Driver maintains safe distance.
   Driver maintains a safe speed.
   Driver uses turn signals.
   Driver uses low gears down declines.

 Driving with a 
 Trailer

   Trailer connections are sound.
   Trailer has been inspected and confirmed to be in good condition.
   Trailer is the appropriate size for load (trailer loaded correctly).
   Crew uses a chase vehicle (comms between the two) with oversized loads.

 Load Securement    Loads are secured properly.

 Fall from Heights    Crew maintains 3 Points of Contact when ascending and descending.
   Walking surfaces are free of tripping hazards and oil.

 Overhead 
 Obstructions

   Crew uses a spotter to avoid overhead obstructions.
   Equipment (boom, etc. ) is properly stowed.
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Activity /
Environment Primary Hazards Critical Observable Actions

    

Critical Observable Action Table
Transmission Bulk Power

 Crane Instability

   The crew has a lift plan in place.
   Operator is certified and qualified.
   Crane configuration and capacity sufficient for the weight of the load.
   Outrigger and pads are in place.
   Ground is stable.
   Weather is safe for crane operation.

 Overhead 
 Obstructions

   There is a qualified engaged observer.

   The operator has an acceptable flight plan in place.

 Rigging Failure

   Rigging is tagged and in good condition.
   Rigging is sufficient for the weight of the load.
   The load is rigged correctly.
   The crew is using tag lines to control the load if applicable.
   Rigging is protected against sharp edges.
   The load is not flown over crew members, pedestrians, etc.

 Loss of Control of 
 the Load

   Use of taglines when appropriate.
   Load is plumb prior to lift.
   Equipment is operated properly and as intended.

 Equipment
 Failure    Equipment has been inspected and confirmed in good condition.

 Pinch Points    Lineman keeps hands and arms clear of the rollers.

 Fall from Heights    Safety chains are in place.
   Lineman is using 100% fall protection.

 Dropped Objects    Tools and equipment are secured.

 Equipment Failure    Spacer cart is traveling at a safe speed.
   Equipment is inspected and confirmed in good working condition.
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Title 8, California Code of Regulations, Section 5144, Appendix D: 
Information for Employees Using Respirators When Not Required Under 
the Standard 

Respirators are an effective method of protection against designated hazards when properly selected and worn. 
Respirator use is encouraged even when exposures are below the exposure limit, to provide an additional level of 
comfort and protection for workers. However, if a respirator is used improperly or not kept clean, the respirator 
itself can become a hazard to the worker. Sometimes, workers may wear respirators to avoid exposures to 
hazards, even if the amount of hazardous substance does not exceed the limits set by OSHA standards. If your 
employer provides respirators for your voluntary use, or if you provide your own respirator, you need to take 
certain precautions to be sure that the respirator itself does not present a hazard. 
• You should do the following:
• 1. Read and heed all instructions provided by the manufacturer on use, maintenance, cleaning and care, and

warnings regarding the respirators limitations.
• 2. Choose respirators certified for use to protect against the contaminant of concern. NIOSH, the National

Institute for Occupational Safety and Health of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, certifies
respirators. A label or statement of certification should appear on the respirator or respirator packaging. It will
tell you what the respirator is designed for and how much it will protect you.

• 3. Do not wear your respirator into atmospheres containing contaminants for which your respirator is not
designated to protect against. For example, a respirator designed to filter dust particles will not protect you
against gases, vapors or very small solid particles of fumes or smoke.

• 4. Keep track of your respirator so that you do not mistakenly use someone else's respirator.

1



Incident Overview

A material coordinator was walking back to his vehicle at a work 
location when he slipped on ice, resulting in a broken left ankle and

leg, below the knee.  The worker had not been provided traction

cleats and had little experience working in snowy/icy conditions in the 
work location where there are black top surfaces.

Causes

• Preparation and planning associated with working in snowy/icy

conditions did not include verification that appropriate traction

cleats were provided to all field personnel.

• Failure to mitigate the known hazard of walking on icy and slippery

ground

Corrective Actions

• Yak Trax were purchased for all work location employees and other

individuals who (may) work in similar conditions.  An additional

supply was ordered for work location employees and is available to

new employees and visitors.

• Signage was procured for other work locations in the area,

denoting “icy/snowy conditions” that will be placed on entrances to

their locations, when these conditions exist.

• Winter readiness bulletin will be created for winter readiness

preparations, including a checklist of personal protective equipment
(PPE) that needs to be procured, that will be distributed every

October

• Safety action plans will be updated for applicable Grids to include

winter readiness preparations, including a checklist of PPE  that

needs to be procured

Ask Yourself: What actions can I take to prevent this incident from occurring?

Key Takeaways

✓ Be aware of your surroundings when transitioning from a vehicle to the outdoors, especially if there’s snow

and ice – take small steps or shuffle for stability, keep your center of gravity over your support leg, use your

vehicle for support

✓ Ensure you possess proper winter weather PPE, including ice cleats or Yak Trax

✓ Use traction devices like Ice Cleats or Yak Trax when walking on ice

✓ Notify your supervisor if any unexpected conditions exist while performing your job

EHSync No.: 332057

Fig. 1 and 2. Location of the incident

Operating Experience
Ice Slip Incident | 2/24/2022

INCIDENT SUMMARY

WHAT YOU CAN DO

Contact your Field Safety Advisor, Edison Representative, or ContractorSafety@sce.com
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 Anchor Rod(s) Used as Grounding Medium 

Purpose 
The purpose of this bulletin is to share with SCE and Contract field personnel that some 
below grade pole construction practices may not conform to SCE’s construction standards, 
specifically regarding anchor rods.

Additionally, below grade construction may be in a deteriorated state due to corrosion that is 
not readily visible above grade prior to climbing guyed poles or changing strain. Employees 
shall verify the integrity of the down-guy and anchor or safely secure the structure. Always 
refer to the Accident Prevention Manual (APM) 209(a)(d) and 202, Testing of Wood Poles. 

Background 
When Hotline bulletin HL-2721 was issued, confusion was created as to whether we can use 
an anchor rod for personal protective grounding purposes.  

Discussion 
The T&D Grounding Committee discussed the Hotline bulletin and the intent of the action 
item. Part of this discussion was to allow the supervisor in charge to assess the integrity of 
the anchor rod and determine if it is safe to use.  

A change to APM 141(b) is being proposed to state: 

141 (b) Only approved grounding and jumper equipment shall be used. This equipment shall 
only be used for grounding purposes. Portable grounding devices shall be secured to 
permanently grounded objects at the location selected for grounding in the following order of 
priority: 
1. Station ground
2. 4-wire multi-grounded primary neutral
3.Steel structures
4.Anchor rods
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If none of the foregoing are available, an approved temporary ground rod shall be used. 

Proposed change: 

• If none of the foregoing are available, approved temporary ground rod(s) shall be
used

• If the anchor rod is in question approved temporary ground rod(s) shall be used
in conjunction with the anchor rod.

An approved testing device shall be used to prove conductors or equipment is de-energized 
before grounding. The conductors or equipment shall be grounded and short circuited with 
approved grounding devices. Grounding devices shall be applied and removed with live line 
tools. When the primary neutral conductor is used as the grounding medium, grounding 
devices must be connected to an additional approved ground. 

Action 
If the anchor rod is in question, follow the priorities of ground medium according to this bulletin 
until the proposed change to APM 141 (b). 

In addition to following the proposed change, ensure a E1P1 is initiated for the deteriorated 
anchor rod. Alternatively, the deteriorated anchor rod(s) can be replaced before the work 
continues.  Replaced rods are to be sent in for a Root Cause Analysis inspection.  

If the anchor rod is in good condition, continue with grounding procedure following your 
organizations approved grounding practices.  

Standards Affected 
T&D Grounding Committee to consider updating the Overhead Grounding Manual to align with 
the proposed APM change.  

Contact Information 
• SCE employees — contact T&D Grounding Committee

• Contractors — contact your Edison Representative, Project General Supervisor (PGS),
Inspector, Specialist, Project Superintendent, etc. or Field Safety Advisor
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Below-Grade Pole Construction 
***This Bulletin Supersedes HL-2721*** 

Purpose 
The purpose of this Hotline Bulletin is to reiterate to SCE and Contractor field personnel the 
Standard Deviation Process if field construction cannot construct to the Distribution Overhead 
Construction Standards (DOH) or Transmission Overhead Construction Standards (TOH), and 
to re-enforce safety measures when beginning work on guyed structures. This bulletin focuses 
on below-grade construction, particularly guy anchors and pole-key and breast block support 
(wood pole only), as well as environmental requirements pertaining to below-grade work. This 
bulletin supersedes HL-2721, as the Worker Safety section on this topic has been updated. 

Background 

Beginning June 2021, SCE undertook an effort to identify locations where guy anchors may 
not have been installed per SCE construction standards, to evaluate and/or remediate any 
concerns. Through this process several non-standard anchor installation types were identified; 
refer to Hotline Bulletins HL-2021 1021, HL-2021 1821, and HL-2021 1321.  The findings 
highlighted the importance of adhering to SCE construction standards and utilization of the 
standard deviation process. 

Discussion 

Construction Standards 
The DOH and TOH are SCE’s required construction practices. These standards are developed 
to meet safety and compliance requirements while addressing financial and work process 
impacts. 

Regarding below-grade pole construction as noted above, it is crucial to follow the DOH and 
TOH standards due to the difficulty in post-construction verification of work. SCE must be 
confident that its facilities are safe and do not present a hazard to the public or its workers. 
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For existing anchor installations that do not conform to DOH and TOH standards or when 
construction site restrictions prohibit the use of DOH or TOH standards, contact Distribution 
Engineering or Transmission Engineering for approval of installation. 
Action 
Standard Deviation Request Process 
If field conditions prohibit new construction to conform to the construction standards, SCE has 
a Standard Deviation Request Process that shall be used prior to finishing construction. Under 
no circumstances can field construction deviate from the construction standards without using 
and getting approval through the deviation process. 

The appropriate forms and job aids are available on the T&D Standards & Tech Transfer 
portal page. 

Standards Deviation Form

Standards Deviation Form Job Aids 

Worker Safety 
As previously mentioned, some below-grade pole construction practices may not conform to 
SCE’s construction standards, specifically regarding anchor rod and breast block and pole key 
support assemblies. Additionally, below-grade construction may be in a deteriorated state due 
to corrosion or rot that is not readily visible above-grade (Figure 1). 

Figure 1 - Deteriorated Anchor Rod 

https://edisonintl.sharepoint.com/teams/spmt/SitePages/Home.aspx
https://edisonintl.sharepoint.com/teams/spmt/SitePages/Job-Aids.aspx?RootFolder=%2Fteams%2Fspmt%2FShared%20Documents%2FJob%20Aids&FolderCTID=0x012000A2A3B8394DFE3944972E703AF55E5C48&View=%7B0A96FC01%2D74F6%2D4C08%2DAE15%2D143121F70AAE%7D
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Prior to climbing guyed poles or changing strain, employees shall verify the integrity of the 
down-guy and anchor or safely secure the structure. Refer to Accident Prevention Manual 
(APM) Rules 209(a)(d) and 202 regarding Working in Elevated Positions and Testing of Wood 
Poles, respectively. 

Environmental Requirements 
Before performing ANY ground or vegetation-disturbing work (e.g., pole or anchor 
install/removal, digging, trenching, grading, vegetation trimming/removal, or overland travel) 
crews are required to read and understand the Environmental Requirements Document. 
Following the environmental requirements is the responsibility of ALL employees, including 
field crews.  Production Specialists (PSPEC), foremen and crews must follow the steps below: 

1) Affirm that you have a copy of the Environmental Requirements Document (ERD) and 
any environmental permits.

a. These documents must be included in the work order and kept on-site during 
work

b. If you do not have it, you MUST NOT proceed with the work and should contact 
the PSPEC/Project General Supervisor (PGS) or Environmental Services 
Department (ESD) at EnvironmentalRequirements@sce.com or call 
833-723-2362.

2) Read and understand the ERD and any environmental permits BEFORE every job.
a. Environmental Requirements must be discussed at every tailboard
b. PSPECs and Foremen are responsible for ensuring the ERD is reviewed with all 

members of the crew and to ensuring the ERD is reviewed when handoffs 
between crews occur

c. If a pre-construction survey is required, verify that it was negative or if any 
additional instructions were provided (e.g., avoidance buffer)

d. If a monitor is required, verify which structure(s), or scope the monitor is required 
for and ensure monitor is present prior to starting work.

e. If you were not the person coordinating with ESD, check in with the person who 
was to ensure requirements were met.

3) Only activities described in the work order are approved. Changes/additions must be 
approved by ESD prior to work.

a. Examples of changes would be if an additional pole was identified to be replaced 
or if access was originally supposed to be helicopter set, but now overland travel 
is required.

b. Each job that includes ground or vegetation disturbance must receive an ERD.  
–an ERD or clearance on a related job is not sufficient.

Internal Document shared with Contractors 

mailto:EnvironmentalRequirements@sce.com
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Note: Follow instructions on the ERD:  

• Projects where Federal/State land agency approval and/or coastal authorization was
obtained will be noted in the ERD

• Pay attention to key dates (e.g., nesting bird surveys, permit expiration)

Figure 2 - Example of an ERD that requires Environmental to be contacted in advance. 

Note: Resources linked externally, if available

Environmental Handbook for Contractors 

DSU 5A-15-Environmental Screening Requirements.pdf

Internal Document shared with Contractors 

https://edisonintl.sharepoint.com/sites/TD/org/PWRD%20Central%20Design%20DSU/DSU%205A-15%20-%20Environmental%20Screening%20Requirements.pdf#search=environmental%20screening%20form
https://edisonintl.sharepoint.com/teams/Public/Misc/Shared%20Documents/Forms/PublicView.aspx?id=%2Fteams%2FPublic%2FMisc%2FShared%20Documents%2Fdocuments%2FPartners%20And%20Vendors%2FEHSHandbookforContractors%2Epdf&parent=%2Fteams%2FPublic%2FMisc%2FShared%20Documents%2Fdocuments%2FPartners%20And%20Vendors&p=true
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Standards Affected 
DOH PO 130 
DOH PO 300 
DOH PO 310 
DOH PO 315 
DOH PO 320 
DOH PO 330 
DOH PO 340 
DOH PO 360 

TOH TO118 
TOH TO 200 

Contact Information 
• SCE employees:

o For questions about this communication, please contact Brian O’Keefe, T&D 
Linear & Structural Asset Engineering. At (909) 274-1691 or 
brian.okeefe@sce.com or the Construction Methods Help Desk. 

o For questions specifically regarding the Standards Deviation Process, please 
contact Alaira Bilek T&D Standards & Tech Transfer, at (714) 895-0156 or 
alaira.bilek@sce.com.

o For questions specifically regarding the Environmental Requirements for 
Contractors, please contact EnvironmentalRequirements@sce.com or 833-
SCE-2ENC (833-723-2362).

• Contractors — contact your Edison Representative, Project General Supervisor (PGS), 
Inspector, Specialist, Project Superintendent, etc. or Field Safety Advisor

Internal Document shared with Contractors 
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Training Qualifications (TQ) Step-by-Step Guide  
The below guide is meant to outline the step-by-step process for completing Training 
Qualification (TQ) requirements in ISNetworld. You can view requirements, track progress and 
determine next steps for completing the Training Qualification (TQ) requirement in ISNetworld 
by using the TQ Progress Summary. To view the TQ Progress Summary, follow the steps 
below.  

 

TQ Progress Summary  

a. Select Employee Information &Training  

b. Select Training Qualifications (TQ)  

c. Select TQ Progress Summary  

d. Select Southern California Edison from the dropdown   

Note: The TQ Progress Summary indicates if you have submitted training and a TQ 
Report for at least one of your employees for Southern California Edison. If new 
employees are added to your account, please follow the steps to submit the required 
trainings and to generate a TQ Report for that employee.  

Each step highlighted in the TQ Progress Summary is also outlined below.  

 

Step 1: Add Employees to ISNetworld - Employees must be added into ISNetworld for the 
employees to be available within the TQ section to assign to projects, assign activities and 
generate TQ reports.  

Add Employee Details  

a. Select Employee Information & Training  

b. Select Employees  

c. Select Employee Information  

d. Select Add New Employee button  

e. Enter applicable information (First Name and Last Name are required)  

f. Click Save  

Note: Companies with more than 30 employees can upload details via Employee 
Data Template.  

 



 

Step 2: View Southern California Edison’s Activity List – Your company has the option to 
access Southern California Edison’s list to view training requirements for your employees based 
on their job/activity.  

Note: Southern California Edison has 2 TQ Projects, Vegetation Management and 
Safety Tier 1 (all non-vegetation management vendors). 

View Activity List: 

a. Select Employee Information & Training  

b. Select Training Qualifications (TQ)  

c. Select View Requirements  

d. Select Southern California Edison’s Activity List  

e. Select applicable filters (optional) and click Search  

f. Select View next to Southern California Edison’s name  

g. Select button to the left of Activity Number to expand details  

 

Step 3: Assign Employees to Southern California Edison’s TQ Projects / Update Activity 
Requirements – Assigning employees to the project indicates to Southern California Edison 
which employees are working for them and the activities the employees perform. Southern 
California Edison can pull accurate reports based on the job/activity of employees. Employees 
must be assigned to the project for the Southern California Edison to have access to the 
individual training records.  

Assign Employees to Projects* and Activities**:  

a. Select Employee Information & Training  

b. Select Project Training Assignments 

c. Filter by Southern California Edison and the applicable Project your company is 
assigned 

d. Click View Details/Assign Employees  

e. Search for employees using text fields  

f. Highlight employees by clicking on the employee name (hold ‘Ctrl’ to select multiple)  

g. Click Move Available Employees in orange to move selected employees to the 
Selected Employees box  

h. Click Save & Next, continue to Assigning Employee Activity Requirements**  

i. Click the edit pencil under the View/Edit Assigned Activities column  

or the No – Assign Activities link  

j. Search for activities using the text fields  



 

k. Highlight activities by clicking on the activity name (hold ‘Ctrl’ to select multiple)  

l. Click Move Available Activities to move selected activities to Assigned Activities  

m. Click Save  

*This can also be done on a mass level by selecting the Mass Assign Employees to 
Clients/Projects button after step b  

**This can also be done on a mass level by selecting the Mass Assign Activities button 
and selecting the applicable employees and activities  

 

Step 4: Add Training Qualification Data for Employees – Your company can submit training 
qualifications using the TQ Template or by entering manually. The TQ Template option is 
recommended for submitting training qualifications for multiple employees. 

Manually Adding Non-Verified Qualifications  

a. Select Employee Information & Training  

b. Select Training Qualifications (TQ)  

c. Select Manage Qualifications  

d. Select Non-Verified Qualifications  

e. Select Add New Qualification button  

f. Select Manually Enter Qualifications in the drop down  

g. Select Southern California Edison 

h. Select the Activity in the drop down (Use Additional Search Options)  

i. Click Search  

j. Select the applicable qualification(s) and click Move Available Qualifications in orange  

k. Search for the employee by typing in the name or clicking Search to view all available 
employees  

l. Select the applicable employee and click Move Available Employees in orange  

m. Enter Qualification Date  

n. Click Add Qualifications  

Note: All existing qualifications can be viewed from this page.  

 

TQ Template Upload for Adding Non-Verified Qualifications (Published hourly)  

a. Select Employee Information & Training  

b. Select Training Qualifications (TQ)  



 

c. Select Manage Qualifications  

d. Select Non-Verified Qualifications  

e. Select Add New Qualification button  

f. Select TQ Template Upload in the drop down  

g. Click Data Upload Template to download the current template  

h. Columns E-K are required for a successful upload  

Note: Please ensure you download a new template each time you are uploading 
qualifications. You will be asked to validate your file prior to uploading.  

 

Step 5: Generate TQ Reports - TQ Reports must be generated separately for each Hiring 
Client as they are based on specific requirements. Therefore, your employees must be assigned 
to Southern California Edison’s project. TQ reports will also generate automatically based on the 
triggers listed below (Automatic TQ Report Triggers). 

Generating TQ Reports:  

a. Select Employee Information & Training  

b. Select Training Qualifications (TQ)  

c. Select Generate & View Reports  

d. Select Generate TQ Report  

e. Select Hiring Client  

f. Select Project(s)  

g. Select Activities (Recommend selecting all activities)  

h. Select Employees  

i. Select Generate & Submit TQ Report  

Note: You can view the status of the TQ Report submission by clicking on details. If a 
report is unsuccessful, you can run an Activity Compliance report to determine any gaps 
for an employee.  

 

Automatic TQ Report Triggers: **Reports will generate overnight  

a. Inactive employee is made active  

b. Inactive project is made active  

c. New qualification is entered  

d. Qualification expires  



 

e. Southern California Edison Activity List changes  

f. Project requirements change  

g. Employee is assigned to a project  

h. Employee is suspended/reinstated from activity  

i. Employee photo is added/updated  

 

Generating Activity Compliance Report:  

a. Select Employee Information & Training  

b. Select Training Qualifications (TQ)  

c. Select Generate & View Reports  

d. Select Activity Compliance Report  

e. Select Southern California Edison  

f. Select the Project your company is assigned (Vegetation Management or SCE Safety 
Tier 1) 

g. Filter by Employee (Ability to filter by activity)  

h. Select the applicable employees click Move Available Employees in orange  

i. Click Run Report  

j. Results will show ISN ID Number, Name, Job Title, Number of Requirements and 
Number of Qualified Requirements.  

k. Click ISN ID to view Details  

l. Select Required Activities Only radio button  

Not Qualified (Red text) – Employee is not qualified to perform the assigned 
activity. At least one of their qualifications is missing or expired.  

Qualified (Blue text) – Employee is qualified to perform the assigned activity.  

 

Note: Please note several sections below are permission based. Contact your account 
administrator or the ISN Customer Service Team if you do not have access to a 
particular section.  

 

 

 

 



 

Requesting ISN ID Cards for SCE Badging 

1. Click Company Information 
2. Click Employees 
3. Click Employee ISN ID Cards 
4. Search for Employee or Click Search with nothing filled in to pull all Employees 
5. In the right hand column, select all or select the employees you would like to request an ID card 

for 
6. If the right hand column says “Upload Picture First” then you will need to upload a profile picture 

to the employee’s ISNetworld profile. Please use the below steps to upload a picture to the 
employee profile 

• Click on the Orange hyperlinked employee name on the left hand side 
• Click Upload Photo 
• Make sure the photo meets the outline requirements 

i. Passport quality photos: 
a. Photo of individual - shoulders and head up only 
b. Employees should be looking directly at the camera 
c. Images must be clear (not blurry or pixelated) 

ii. No group photos 
iii. No hats 
iv. No sunglasses 
v. Minimum photo height and width is 200 x 200 pixels 
vi. Minimum photo file size is 80Kb 

• Name your file 
• Choose your file of the picture 
• Click Upload 
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Transformer Supply Shortage: Temporary Change to Salvage Process 

Purpose 
This bulletin is to inform all SCE crews, contract crews, and district Field Accounting 
Organization (FAO) personnel of a temporary change to our “Transformers, Switches, and 
Other Electrical Equipment: Obsolete, Damaged (Repairable/Irreparable) or Requiring 
Analysis” procedure. The changes stated in this bulletin are effective immediately. Any 
subsequent changes to this temporary procedure will be communicated via an updated 
bulletin. 

Background 
For several months the utility industry has been experiencing supply chain issues across the 
U.S., issues which can be attributed to one or more of the following factors: (1) labor shortages 
at the manufacturer, (2) transportation bottlenecks, and/or (3) raw material shortages. Until a 
few weeks ago, the shortages affected only some B-Material items, but we are now beginning 
to see inventory shortages of select distribution transformer codes – specifically overhead and 
single-phase padmount transformer codes.  

With summer heat on the horizon and much planned work still ahead of us, we are asking our 
craft personnel and FAO team to help us repurpose used transformers (removed from service) 
to capture as many transformers as possible that still have service-life remaining. Reclaiming 
even an additional few hundred transformers this season may be the difference between 
making it through the summer unscathed or stocking-out of certain codes. 

The short-term plan is for craft personnel to identify transformers that were removed from 
service but are otherwise in “good” condition. Once identified, FAO will create a Stock Transfer 
Order (STO) to get these transformers back to Store 0995 where the Distribution Apparatus 
(DA) Shop will electrically test each transformer, validate its condition, and refurbish 
accordingly. 

Action 
At each district or laydown yard, craft personnel returning from the field with removed 
equipment needs to identify the “good” vs. “bad” transformers to FAO upon return. 
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“Good” Transformers: 
- 15 years old or less
- Were OPERATIONAL when removed from service

o Pass current TTR (+/-0.5%) and Megger (≥500 MΩ) tests
- Tank and components are in relatively good condition; repairs can be made to:

o Small oil leaks
o Light corrosion
o Light dents, scratches, etc.
o High-voltage/low-voltage bushings

NOTE: IF YOU ARE UNSURE IF THE TRANSFORMER IS CONSIDERED 
“GOOD,” SEND IT BACK TO STORE 0995 FOR FURTHER REVIEW 

“Bad” Transformers: 
- OLDER THAN 15 years old
- Were NOT OPERATIONAL when removed from service

o Failed while in service (blown fuses)
o Do not pass current TTR (+/-0.5%) and/or Megger (≥500 MΩ) tests

- Tank is NOT in good condition:
o Needed to be drained on-site and filled with kitty litter
o Heavy corrosion (i.e., coastal districts, next to irrigation)
o Has been dropped or has significant defects

- Transformers related to any potential claim

See the attached, amended “Transformers, Switches, and Other Electrical Equipment: 
Obsolete, Damaged (Repairable/Irreparable) or Requiring Analysis” procedure for 
additional guidance. 

Warranty Return Process: 
- Transformers that are being returned under warranty will follow the same warranty

return process. There is NO CHANGE to the warranty return process.

Contact Information 
• SCE employees — contact:

o Apparatus Engineering: Greg Ante at (626) 862-7065 (Gregory.Ante@sce.com)
o 0995 Warehouse: Inbound - Sophia Guan at (626) 484-6874 (Sophia.Guan@sce.com)
o 0995 Warehouse: Outbound - Rene Mojarro at (626) 622-8250

(WestminsterDC@sce.com)
o DA Shop Refurbish: Todd Henricks at (909) 331-0460 (Todd.Henricks@sce.com)
o DA Shop Test: Robert Breazeal at (714) 412-8340 (Robert.Breazeal@sce.com)
o General Questions: CMHelpDesk@sce.com

• Contractors — contact your Edison Representative, Project General Supervisor
(PGS), Inspector, Specialist, Project Superintendent, etc. or Field Safety Advisor
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1.0 PROCEDURE STATEMENT 

The purpose of this procedure is to establish a process for handling electrical distribution apparatus that requires 
engineering evaluation or that has been removed from service.  

2.0 APPLICABILITY 

Good business practices dictate that assets which can reasonably be refurbished should be returned to the 
Distribution Apparatus Shop (D.A. Shop) for evaluation, testing, and possible refurbishment. 

Additionally, events such as field failures may warrant further analysis to be conducted by the D.A. shop. 

For administrative and tracking purposes, such units to be evaluated are shipped to the Westminster Distribution 
Center, Storage Location 0995, for receiving, transaction updating, and transfer to the D.A. Shop, Storage Location 
0014. 

Field location personnel are responsible for making the initial determination, based on the criteria outlined in this 
procedure, whether an item is to be retired or evaluated for repair, return to the manufacturer (for items still under 
warranty), or salvage. 

Employees supervising or directing the activities of Supplemental Workers must take steps designed to ensure the 
Supplemental Workers adhere to the applicable provisions of this procedure when performing work for the Company. 

The applicable rules and procedures are noted throughout this procedure. 

3.0 PROCEDURE DETAIL 

3.1  Transformers 
3.1.1 Transformers to Be Retired 

Transformers are declared retired on the basis of their age, rating and damage as listed in Table 1. 
a. Upon removal from use, these retired transformers are processed for disposal or salvage in

accordance with the latest approved Salvage Services Manual.
b. The Logistics Distribution Center and the Transmission and Distribution (T&D) Operating

Storage Locations prepare the appropriate SAP transactions to retire and process for disposal
or salvage all such transformers.

c. Prior to shipment for disposal or salvage, the T&D Storage Locations are required to remove all
oil from unsealed or leaking transformers.

d. When an obsolete transformer is involved in a claim, the transformer is shipped to the
Westminster Distribution Center, Storage Location 0995, by the originating Storage Location by
preparing the appropriate SAP transaction, such as zle ship and ZIE05.

3.1.2 Transformers to Be Repaired 
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Transformers based on Age and Rating listed in Table 1 are returned to the Westminster Distribution 
Center, Storage Location 0995.  All transformer units returned from the field to Westminster will require 
review to determine potential refurbishment or salvage of the unit. T&D Field Location to prepare a 
Stock Transfer Order (STO) using SAP transaction ME21N and ship to Westminster Distribution 
Center, storage location 0995. Include serial number and reason for sending it in the header notes 
section of the STO. 

Table 1 - Transformers to be retired Based on Age, Rating, Damage, or Obsolete Design 

After removal from service, all units that match one of the descriptions below are salvaged directly at the T&D Work 
Location in accordance with approved procedures 

Category Description 

AGE and RATING All units 100 KVA and below: > 15 years
All units over 100 KVA: > 15 years 

DAMAGE Gun-shot units, and overhead, pad-mounted and underground 
units with corrosion ratings at Levels 1, 2, and 3 
Burned-out units with extensive tank, winding, and bushing 
damage. 

OBSOLETE TRANSFORMERS All units having one or more of the following features: 
Material Key Code status of 06, 10, and 30. 
Overhead 
• Single phase, below 25 kVA, all ratings
• Three phase, 250 kVA and below

Underground 
• All live front pad-mounted units

Single phase units with 240/480—and 2400—volt secondaries for 
three phase installations with uncommon impedances that are not 
economical to repair or modify. 
Units rated 480 volts and below that have an external spacing 
between low-voltage bushing terminals (when movable parts of the 
terminal are in the same relative position) less than the minimums 
indicated below. 

Transformer Size Minimum Size 

5 to 50 kVa 1 inch 

75 to 250 kVa 2¼ inch 

3.2  Switches 
3.2.1 Switches Removed from Use - Judged Obsolete 

Switches that are removed from use or known to be obsolete are processed for disposal or salvage 
locally at the work location according to approved procedures.  Obsolete switches include: 

a. 400A KP- type pole switches
b. All oil-filled, top-and-bottom connected R- type switches, all current ratings, any

manufacturer.
c. All 200A fused and non-fused oil filled Buried Underground Residential Distribution (BURD)

switches, including 16 kA super BURDS (any manufacturer).
3.2.2 Damaged Switch/Switch Removed from Use 
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Switches considered repairable are shipped to the Westminster Distribution Center when removed 
from service include: 

a. All SF6 (Gas)-style switches
b. Fused and non-fused 200A SF6-insultated BURD switches
c. The above switches will be returned to the manufacturer under warranty procedures (seven-

year warranty), refurbished at SSID if not under warranty, or salvaged after removal of any
remaining SF6 gas.

d. PME switches:  (These switches are covered by a five year warranty and will be returned to
manufacturer for repair or replacement under warranty terms or refurbished at SSID if
deemed economic.).

e. Oil switches will no longer be refurbished at SSID. Salvage at the field

T&D Field Location 
a. Determine if the switch qualifies as being repairable.
b. Prepare a STO using SAP Transaction ME21N and forward to the Westminster Distribution

Center, storage location 0995.
c. Include the switch serial number and manufacturer code in the Header Notes section of the

STO. Update ZIE05 for SF6 gas serial switches.
d. Complete all pertinent data on form SD 218-Y, Material Shipment.
e. Attach the SD 218-Y in a conspicuous position on the item(s) being shipped.

3.2.3 Damaged Switch - Judged Irreparable 
If a switch is considered damaged and irreparable when removed from service, process for salvage 
locally according to approved procedures (all oil switches). All SF6 switches are returned to the 
Westminster Distribution Center for handling and processing. Damaged 600A KPF-type pole switches 
are not economical to repair and are included in the category that can be processed for disposal or 
salvage at the work location. 

3.3  All Equipment Requiring Failure Analysis 
This category applies to equipment not suitable for service and includes both SF6 and oil insulated switches, 
transformers, underground cable components, cable, insulators, surge arresters, fuses, capacitors, capacitor oil 
and vacuum switches.  This includes equipment that failed during the warranty period, while in service and 
under unusual circumstances, or equipment that failed to pass the receiving inspection in yard management 
and warrants an evaluation by Distribution Apparatus Engineering.  The evaluation includes an analysis to 
determine the cause of failure and the equipment’s reparability once the analysis is completed.  This also 
includes equipment for which an evaluation and failure analysis has been requested by Claims. 

T&D Foreman 
a. Identify the failed unit.
b. Attempt to determine the circumstances under which the failure occurred.
c. Prepare the online Material Performance/Failure Report (MPFR) enter the requested information.

(Refer to O&M Procedures MP-1 and MP-2)
d. Ship the unit with a copy of the MPFR to WDC, Westminster.
e. Include one copy of the pending STO on which the request for an engineering evaluation has been

entered in the COMMENTS section. Attach STO to material when shipping.

Distribution Apparatus Engineering 
a. Review and evaluate the online MPFR.
b. Verify the need for failure analysis of the unit.
c. Complete the failure analysis report and forward one copy to the Manager, Distribution Apparatus,

and one copy to the initiating T&D field location.

Westminster Distribution Center for SSID 
a. Receive and tag the unit for the designated area; i.e., repairs, disposal, salvage, or warranty.

Note:  Transformers purchased or in-service three years or less are considered warranty units.
Similarly, all SF6 switches have a seven-year warranty and PME switches have a five-year warranty.
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b. DA Shop makes final disposition of equipment and informs WDC to process MIGO for disposal or
salvage.

a. Select Movement Type 555.  “Blocked” is an MIGO Goods Issued when a coded item is
moved from inventory to salvage, primarily at the Westminster Distribution Center.

c. Physical material is shipped to be salvaged.
d. Hold for claims.

4.0 GOVERNING DOCUMENT(S) 

None. 

5.0 REFERENCES 

External References 
None 

Internal References 
Investment Recovery, Supply Management, 2018 Salvage Services Manual 
Portal > Services > Forms & Notifications > Other Forms > Salvage Material & Services > 2018 Salvage Services 
Manual 

6.0 ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1 - Material Performance/Failure Report (MPFR) 

7.0 KEY CONTACTS 

FCS&OS, Supply Management: Tim Maurer, PAX#561363 or (714) 514-9291 

https://edisonintl.sharepoint.com/operationalservices/Documents/Investment%20Recovery/2018%20Salvage%20Services%20Manual.pdf
mailto:timothy.maurer@sce.com?subject=Transformers,%20Switches%20and%20Other%20Electrical%20Equipment%20Procedure
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Attachment 1 - Material Performance/Failure Report (MPFR) 
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Transmission & Distribution
Operating Bulletin

Published by Construction Methods, Chino

4/11/2022  Ref. No. OB-0222 

Use of Post-Type Insulators in Covered Conductor Systems 

Purpose 
The purpose of this communication is to inform SCE and Contract field personnel that 
insulators equipped with metallic clamps (i.e., post-type and suspension-style 
insulators) may be used for covered conductor installations for specific applications. 

Background 
SCE construction standards require polymer vise-type insulators, equipped with nylon 
inserts, to be installed in covered conductor installations. These standards were 
developed with an understanding that covered conductor had to be installed in an 
insulator clamp of a similar material (i.e., the nylon insert) to prevent tracking on the 
outer layer of the covered conductor. 

Testing and industry benchmarking has led to the conclusion that covered conductor 
CAN BE installed and operated at distribution voltages safely and reliably in an insulator 
clamp of a dissimilar material (i.e., metallic clamp).  

Discussion 
Although post-type insulators do provide grid hardening benefits over polymer vise-type 
insulators, vise-type insulators with nylon inserts will continue to be utilized in light 
loading construction applications. This decision was made to not drastically impact 
incoming supply demands of post-type insulators. Additionally, by incorporating post-
type insulators into our standards for this use, this will help alleviate current polymer 
vise-type insulator supply chain issues related to pandemic induced material shortages 
and Quality Control (QC) issues (i.e., missing nylon inserts) that we have experienced 
over the past several months. 
Action 
Post-type insulators (universal clamp top OR trunnion tops) shall be used for covered 
conductor in the following construction applications/configurations: 

- Heavy Loading Areas (all construction types)
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o Conductors that experience inclines/declines in elevation shall utilize
trunnion post-insulators equipped with appropriate trunnion clamps (see
Table 1 for trunnion clamp SAP codes)

- Angle Deviation Poles

Vise-type insulators with nylon inserts shall be used for covered conductor in the 
following construction applications/configurations: 

- Tangent (straight-through) poles in light loading areas
- Dead-end poles that require over-the-arm jumpers
- Jumper wires that require supporting insulators (horizontal or vertical)
- Transformer delta leg support

Suspension insulator clamps shall also be used for covered conductor when 
appropriate. See Table 2 for SAP codes. 

All construction methods and practices for each configuration/application shall apply. 
Stripping of the conductor covering is not necessary when setting conductors in metallic 
clamps. 

Relevant insulator and hardware SAP codes are below: 

Figure 1: Post-Type Insulators – Universal Clamp Top 

Figure 2: Post-Type Insulators – Trunnion Top 

Internal Document shared with Contractors
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Figure 3: Vise-Type Insulators – Nylon Inserts 

Table 1: Trunnion Clamps 
SAP Code Conductor 

Range 
Acceptable Covered Conductor Size 

17kV Rating 35kV Rating 

10067576 .6" - 1.06" 
#2, 2/0, 4/0 Cu  
1/0, 336 (18/1) ACSR 

1/0 ACSR 

10067577 .25" - 0.8" 
#2, 2/0 Cu 
1/0 ACSR 

N/A 

10067579 .8"-1.22" 
4/0 Cu 
336.4 ACSR 

1/0 ACSR 

10067580 1"-1.5" 336.4, 653.9 ACSR 1/0, 336.4 ACSR 
10067581 1.5"-2" N/A 653.9 ACSR 

Table 2: Suspension Clamps 
SAP Code Conductor 

Range 
Acceptable Covered Conductor Size 
17kV Rating 35kV Rating 

10067612 .3"-.7" #2 Cu N/A 
10067614 .5"-.7" #2 Cu N/A 

10067616 .68"-1" 
#2, 2/0, 4/0 Cu 
1/0 ACSR 

N/A 

10067624 1"-1.313" 336.4, 653.9 ACSR 1/0 ACSR 
10067615 1.10” – 1.62” N/A 336.4, 653.9 ACSR 

Standards Affected 
- DOH GR 200; 205
- DOH CO 510
- DOH CC Section
- DOH DC Section

NOTE: Standards will be updated in the Q2 2022 (beginning of May) publication of 
standards and will contain all relevant information in this bulletin. 
Contact Information 

• SCE employees — contact gabrielrene.mercado@sce.com (714) 722-7331
• Contractors — contact your Edison Representative, Project General Supervisor 

(PGS), Inspector, Specialist, Project Superintendent, etc. or Field Safety Advisor

Internal Document shared with Contractors



Safety Bulletin
Traffic Control

ContractorSafety@sce.com | November 2021

Background
Traffic control is a critical aspect of many jobs in the field. Identifying potential hazards and having a plan to 
mitigate those hazards is critical. Effective traffic control keeps ourselves, fellow crew members and the public 
safe, helping avoid accidents, injuries and general confusion. 

Contact your Field Safety Advisor, Edison Representative, or ContractorSafety@sce.com if you have questions 
regarding the content of this bulletin.

Traffic Control Responsibilities for E-Crew Foremen
As you are aware, e-crew foremen are responsible for traffic 
control at their job sites – for both their own crew and any 
third-party contractors conducting work for us. As a reminder, 
e-crew foremen are expected to review the traffic control set-
up and mitigate any safety risks identified.
Additionally, when traffic control contractors are onsite, it 
continues to be the responsibility of the e-crew foreman to 
verify traffic control is set-up appropriately.
When setting up traffic control before beginning a job, keep 
these basic things in mind:
• Traffic control flow
• Safety of pedestrians and workers
• Mitigation of traffic control hazards
• Creating a safe public walking path

Addressing Traffic Control Issues
Reminder: E-Crew foremen have the authority and are 
responsible for correcting any traffic control issues – from 
redesign of traffic control flow to shutting down the job if 
determined as unsafe.

Field Leaders
While these traffic-related responsibilities are not new for e-crew foremen, please reinforce these expectations as 
they are critical to worker and public safety.
Please print and post in common areas frequented by your crews.

The purpose of this safety bulletin is to remind e-crew foremen of their responsibility to perform 
traffic control on jobs when it is required. 

Resources

Traffic Flagger Training Pedestrian Safety Training Video Pedestrian Traffic Control Manual (PTCM)

https://edisonintl.sharepoint.com/teams/Contractor%20Safety/Manuals/Forms/AllItems.aspx?newTargetListUrl=%2Fteams%2FContractor%20Safety%2FManuals&viewpath=%2Fteams%2FContractor%20Safety%2FManuals%2FForms%2FAllItems%2Easpx&id=%2Fteams%2FContractor%20Safety%2FManuals%2FTraffic%20Control%20%2D%20Folder&viewid=be81b3c7%2D5537%2D4fd7%2D86e0%2D061061c74b1d
https://edisonintl.sharepoint.com/teams/Contractor%20Safety/Manuals/Forms/AllItems.aspx?newTargetListUrl=%2Fteams%2FContractor%20Safety%2FManuals&viewpath=%2Fteams%2FContractor%20Safety%2FManuals%2FForms%2FAllItems%2Easpx&id=%2Fteams%2FContractor%20Safety%2FManuals%2FTraffic%20Control%20%2D%20Folder&viewid=be81b3c7%2D5537%2D4fd7%2D86e0%2D061061c74b1d


Special Points of 
Interest: 

The State and County’s 
Coronavirus controls 
are evolving but we will 
continue to demon-
strate safe work practic-
es for the safety of our 
employees and custom-
ers. 

For SDG&E’s current 
COVID-19 guidelines, 
please see the latest 
communication on the 
ISN  bulletin board and 
also communicated via 
email from Supply Man-
agement. 

Contractor Safety Talks 

C o n t r a c t o r  S a f e t y  S e r v i c e s  

May 19, 2022 

Snake Awareness 

Did you know? 

In the United States, 
the deadliest snake for 
humans would be the 
Eastern Diamondback 
Rattlesnake. Although 
they are the deadliest, 
they typically only    
attack if they feel 
threatened and can 
strike a victim at up to 
one third of their body 
length.  

Approximately 7-8 
thousand people are 
bitten by snakes in 
the United States 
every year and 
worldwide there are 
approximately 5.4 
million snake bites 
per year. 

While working on a jobsite, there are plenty of hazards and dangers that are 
present while working. With the weather becoming warmer, the probability of 
there being a snake onsite is increased.  

When the weather becomes warmer, snakes try to find places that are cool, 
dark, and provide some protection such as under stored materials, heavy brush 
or vegetation, or equipment. Typically, snakes are not aggressive and do not 
attack unless they are provoked in any way and they may strike. It is very im-
portant to make sure you and anyone else on the jobsite are aware of the in-
creased risk of the presence of snakes and what precautions to take to remain 
safe.  

Some precautions that can be taken to help prevent being bitten on the jobsite 
are to reduce the amount of materials laying around, wear proper PPE that 
could provide some protection, inspect the jobsite for any hazards, do not work 
in an area without inspecting it first, and pay attention to your surroundings. Al-
so, ensure that the crew is aware of the nearest local hospital in case there is a 
snake bite and need to reach out to emergency services. 

FAQ 

Q: How do I learn more about snakes and where to find additional information 
about wildlife in general. 

A: Go to CA Department of Fish and Wildlife and/or click here. 

Exhibit C

https://wildlife.ca.gov/


 

 

OBSERVATIONS FROM THE FIELD 
During the past month, SDG&E safety observers performed jobsite inspections on almost all SDG&E jobsites and observed 
44,594 construction activities. Of these there were 240 at-risk conditions documented and corrected in the field. Of the at-risk 
conditions observed, 86.67% were low risk, with the majority of them being PPE gaps. There were 32 medium at-risk observa-
tions and 0 high risk observation during the month. 

 

At-Risk Observations  
(April2022) 

 
At-Risk Behaviors 

240 
The majority of at-risk conditions were in the PPE category: failure to wear safety 
glasses, head protection, and gloves.  

NOTABLE AT-RISK OBSERVATIONS 
 

Medium-High Risk Observations 
(April 2022) 

 
Recommendation/Mitigation 

Operator parked in an active driving lane with no safety 
cones set up  around the parked equipment. 

Any piece of equipment in an area where there is traffic should have some kind 
of traffic control  in place. 

Employee was operating a circular saw where sawdust and 
wood chips were being projected and was not wearing 
safety glasses. 

When performing a work task, safety glasses must always be worn at all times.  

A crew left an unattended hole on the jobsite  open with no 
barricades. 

If there is an open hole on the jobsite, ensure it is covered, barricaded, or there 
is proper signage in place that indicates an open hole.  

Mini excavator was lifting equipment with a chain that was 
slung loosely over the tooth of the bucket. 

When using an excavator to lift material or equipment, make sure to use a lifting 
eye and shackle. 

MONTHLY INCIDENTS/NEAR MISSES  

 

Incidents 
(April 2022) 

 
Recommendation/Mitigation 

Electric Incident (Unplanned Outage) -  Crew was prepar-
ing to set a new pole and while transferring the middle 
phase, the conductor pulled out of the existing sleeve. 

When setting new poles, inspect existing facilities and use safeties across exist-
ing sleeves where feasible. 

SIF Potential - Employee got pinned between an I-beam 
and a  concrete washout which led to him having to go to 
the hospital.  

When handling large, heavy material, make sure that it is properly supported and 
rigged if required. Make sure to have a proper tailboard meeting with crew so 
they are aware of all the job hazards and proper procedures. 

OSHA Injury - Lineman was removing insulation from a 
conductor  with a hawk-billed skinning knife to be able to 
install overhead wire and cut his leg. 

If performing a task that involves cutting, make sure to always cut away from 
yourself and NOT towards yourself. 

DART Injury - Employee was bitten by a snake while weld-
ing and had to be taken to the hospital. 

Ensure you pay attention to your surroundings and inspect your work area prior 
to beginning your task.  

Serious Near Miss - Operator had accidentally hit the con-
trols of the backhoe, causing it to move and almost hit an 
inspector.  

If operating or moving a piece of equipment , make sure there is a spotter there 
to assist to ensure that nothing gets damaged or there are no injuries.  

  

One electric and Zero gas incidents occurred in April 2022. One SIF Potential Event occurred in April 2022. 
One OSHA incident occurred in April 2022.   One DART incident occurred in April 2022 . One Serious Near Miss Occurred in April 
2022.                                       *SIF Potential Event = Serious Injury/Fatality Potential 



 

 

Please make sure to visit our bulletin board on ISN and read the latest communications at 

https://www.isnetworld.com/BulletinBoard/asBulletinBoard.aspx. 

 

SDG&E Contractor Safety Services launched a new system for incident and good catch 

reporting on April 1, 2022. Be on the lookout for additional communications regarding 

this change within the coming weeks! 

Let us know what you’re seeing in the field so we can make our observations even better! 

Questions or comments? General questions: SDGEContractorSafety@semprautilities.com  

Reporting Incidents: SDGEContractorIncidents@sdge.com   

FUTURE FOCUS AREAS 

When looking at the past incidents, SDG&E recommends targeting mitigation measures for: 
 

• Procedural gaps 

• Vehicle 

• Work Environment 

https://www.isnetworld.com/BulletinBoard/asBulletinBoard.aspx
mailto:%20SDGEContractorSafety@semprautilities.com
mailto:SDGEContractorIncidents@sdge.com
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JL]HG���NY�SDFNDJH��D�SULPDU\�FDEOH�ZDV�GDPDJHG� 

+DYH�SURSHU�WDLO�ERDUG�PHHWLQJ�ZLWK�DQG�WDVN-VSHFLILF�FRPPXQLFDWLRQ�PDLQ�
WDLQHG��(QVXUH�WKH�FRUUHFW�W\SH�RI�WRRO�HTXLSPHQW�LV�EHLQJ�XVHG�IRU�WKH�WDVN� 

(OHFWULF�,QFLGHQW�-�&UHZ�ZDV�UHSODFLQJ�VHFRQGDU\�=-EDUV�DQG�ODQG�
QHZ�FXVWRPHU�VHUYLFH�DQG�LQDGYHUWHQWO\�ODQGHG�HQHUJL]HG�%�	�&�
SKDVH�WR�WKH�VDPH�VWDQG�RII��FDXVLQJ�D�FLUFXLW�LQWHUUXSWLRQ�� 

Have a proper tail board meeting with crew  to communicate specific 

tasks and ensure procedures are followed͘ 

6,)�3RWHQWLDO�-�(PSOR\HH�FXW�WKURXJK�DQ�HQHUJL]HG�ULVHU�WKDW�KDGQ¶W�
EHHQ�5)6� 

0DNH�VXUH�WR�IROORZ�DOO�ORFN�RXW�WDJ�RXW�SURFHGXUHV�DQG�DOZD\V�FKHFN�HYHU\�
OLQH�WR�VHH�LI�LW�LV�HQHUJL]HG�� 

6,)�3RWHQWLDO�-�(PSOR\HH�ZDV�XVLQJ�D�MDFNKDPPHU�DQG�GDPDJHG���
FDEOHV�WKDW�ZHUH�HQHUJL]HG� 

)ROORZ�*ROG�6KRYHO�6WDQGDUGV�DQG�LI�\RX�DUH�ZLWK�LQ��¶�RI�D�XWLOLW\��\RX�VKRXOG�
EH�XVLQJ�KDQG�WRROV�WR�H[SRVH�LW�� 

7KUHH�HOHFWULF�DQG�=HUR�JDV�LQFLGHQWV�RFFXUUHG�LQ�0DUFK�������7ZR�6,)�3RWHQWLDO�(YHQWV�RFFXUUHG�LQ�0DUFK������ 
�2QH�26+$�LQFLGHQW�RFFXUUHG�LQ�0DUFK������������6,)�3RWHQWLDO�(YHQW� �6HULRXV�,QMXU\�)DWDOLW\�3RWHQWLDO 

26+$�,QMXU\�-�(PSOR\HH�ZDV�FXWWLQJ�ZLWK�D�JULQGHU�ZLWK�D�PDQXDO�
VZLWFK�RQ�LW�DQG�HQGHG�XS�FXWWLQJ�KLV�DUP� 

(QVXUH�SURSHU�HTXLSPHQW�LV�EHLQJ�XVHG�DW�DO�WLPHV�DQG�DOO�VDIHJXDUGV�DUH�LQ�
SODFH�� 



 

 

6SHFLDO�3RLQWV�RI� 
,QWHUHVW� 
 
7KH�6WDWH�DQG�&RXQW\¶V�
&RURQDYLUXV�FRQWUROV�
DUH�HYROYLQJ�EXW�ZH�ZLOO�
FRQWLQXH�WR�GHPRQ�
VWUDWH�VDIH�ZRUN�SUDFWLF�
HV�IRU�WKH�VDIHW\�RI�RXU�
HPSOR\HHV�DQG�FXVWRP�
HUV� 

)RU�6'*	(¶V�FXUUHQW�
&29,'-���JXLGHOLQHV��
SOHDVH�VHH�WKH�ODWHVW�
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ�RQ�WKH�
,61��EXOOHWLQ�ERDUG�DQG�
DOVR�FRPPXQLFDWHG�YLD�
HPDLO�IURP�6XSSO\�0DQ�
DJHPHQW� 

Contractor Safety Talks 

& R Q W U D F W R U � 6 D I H W \ � 6 H U Y L F H V  

0DUFK��������� 

6SRWWHUV 

'LG�\RX�NQRZ" 

0DUFK���������ZDV�WKH�
GHDGOLQH�IRU�DOO�FRQWUDF�
WRUV�WR�VXEPLW�WKHLU�
�����26+$�ORJV�WR�
,61��1HZ�DQQXDO�
JUDGHV�WRRN�HIIHFW�RQ�
0DUFK����VR�FRPSDQLHV�
WKDW�IDLOHG�WR�PHHW�WKH�
GHDGOLQH�DUH�FRQVLG�
HUHG�QRQ-FRPSOLDQW��,I�
\RX�KDYH�TXHVWLRQV�RU�
QHHG�DVVLVWDQFH��FRQ�
WDFW�,61�&XVWRPHU�6HU�
YLFH�IURP�\RXU�DFFRXQW�
E\�FOLFNLQJ�WKH�DVVLV�
WDQFH�EXWWRQ�ZLWKLQ�
\RXU�SURILOH��HPDLOLQJ�
&XVWRPHU6HUY�
LFH#LVQ�FRP�RU�FDOOLQJ�
��������-����� 

 
:KHWKHU�KHDY\�HTXLSPHQW�LV�EHLQJ�RSHUDWHG��VXVSHQGHG�ORDGV�DUH�EHLQJ�
SLFNHG��HTXLSPHQW�LV�EHLQJ�PDQHXYHUHG��RU�ZRUN�LV�EHLQJ�SHUIRUPHG�E\�HQHU�
JL]HG�HTXLSPHQW�D�VSRWWHU�LV�QHHGHG� 
 
6SRWWHUV�DUH�UHTXLUHG�WR�KDYH�QRW�RQO\�WKH�DSSURSULDWH�33(�IRU�LGHQWLILFDWLRQ�
SXUSRVHV��EXW�D�NQRZOHGJH�DQG�XQGHUVWDQGLQJ�RI�KDQG�VLJQDOV�DQG�WKUHH-ZD\�
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ��L�H��UDGLRV���,I�D�YHKLFOH�KDV�DQ�REVWUXFWHG�YLHZ�WR�WKH�UHDU��
26+$�UHTXLUHV�D�EDFNXS�DODUP�RU�D�VSRWWHU�ZKHQ�WKH�YHKLFOH�LV�EDFNLQJ�XS� 
  
6SRWWHUV�PXVW�DOZD\V�PDLQWDLQ�YLVXDO�FRQWDFW�ZLWK�WKH�RSHUDWRU�ZKLOH�WKH�YHKL�
FOH�LV�EDFNLQJ��6KRXOG�D�VSRWWHU�ORVH�VLJKW�RI�DQ�RSHUDWRU��RU�YLFH�YHUVD��RSHUD�
WLRQV�VKRXOG�FHDVH�XQWLO�FRPPXQLFDWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�WKH�WZR�FDQ�EH�UH-DFKLHYHG��
$GGLWLRQDOO\��VSRWWHUV�VKRXOG�QHYHU�KDYH�GXWLHV�DVVLJQHG�WR�WKHP�ZKLOH�WKH\�DUH�
VSRWWHUV� 
 
 
)$4 
 
4��+RZ�GR�,�OHDUQ�PRUH�DERXW�VSRWWHUV�DQG�ZKHUH�FDQ�,�ILQG�DGGLWLRQDO�LQIRU�
PDWLRQ�RQ�DGGLWLRQDO�H[SHFWDWLRQV�UHJDUGLQJ�WKH�XVH�RI�VSRWWHUV�DQG�ZDUQLQJ�
PHWKRGV" 
 
$��*R�WR�7LWOH��������³:DUQLQJ�0HWKRGV´�DQG�RU�FOLFN�KHUH� 
 

mailto:CustomerService@isn.com
https://www.dir.ca.gov/title8/1592.html


 

 

3OHDVH�PDNH�VXUH�WR�YLVLW�RXU�EXOOHWLQ�ERDUG�RQ�,61�DQG�UHDG�WKH�ODWHVW�FRPPXQLFDWLRQV�DW�
KWWSV���ZZZ�LVQHWZRUOG�FRP�%XOOHWLQ%RDUG�DV%XOOHWLQ%RDUG�DVS[� 
 
6'*	(�&RQWUDFWRU�6DIHW\�6HUYLFHV�LV�ODXQFKLQJ�D�QHZ�V\VWHP�IRU�LQFLGHQW�DQG�JRRG�
FDWFK�UHSRUWLQJ�RQ�$SULO����������%H�RQ�WKH�ORRNRXW�IRU�DGGLWLRQDO�FRPPXQLFDWLRQV�
UHJDUGLQJ�WKLV�FKDQJH�ZLWKLQ�WKH�FRPLQJ�ZHHNV� 

/HW�XV�NQRZ�ZKDW�\RX¶UH�VHHLQJ�LQ�WKH�ILHOG�VR�ZH�FDQ�PDNH�RXU�REVHUYDWLRQV�HYHQ�EHWWHU� 

4XHVWLRQV�RU�FRPPHQWV"�*HQHUDO�TXHVWLRQV��6'*(&RQWUDFWRU6DIHW\#VHPSUDXWLOLWLHV�FRP� 

5HSRUWLQJ�,QFLGHQWV��6'*(&RQWUDFWRU,QFLGHQWV#VGJH�FRP�� 

)8785(�)2&86�$5($6 

:KHQ�ORRNLQJ�DW�WKH�SDVW�LQFLGHQWV��6'*	(�UHFRPPHQGV�WDUJHWLQJ�PLWLJDWLRQ�PHDVXUHV�IRU� 
 

· 3URFHGXUDO�JDSV 

· %RG\�SRVLWLRQ 

· :RUN�(QYLURQPHQW 

https://www.isnetworld.com/BulletinBoard/asBulletinBoard.aspx
mailto:SDGEContractorSafety@semprautilities.com
mailto:sdgecontractorincidents@sdge.com


 

 

2%6(59$7,216�)520�7+(�),(/' 
'XULQJ�WKH�SDVW�PRQWK��6'*	(�VDIHW\�REVHUYHUV�SHUIRUPHG�MREVLWH�LQVSHFWLRQV�RQ�DOPRVW�DOO�6'*	(�MREVLWHV�DQG�REVHUYHG�
�������FRQVWUXFWLRQ�DFWLYLWLHV��2I�WKHVH�WKHUH�ZHUH�����DW-ULVN�FRQGLWLRQV�GRFXPHQWHG�DQG�FRUUHFWHG�LQ�WKH�ILHOG��2I�WKH�DW-ULVN�
FRQGLWLRQV�REVHUYHG������ZHUH�ORZ�ULVN��ZLWK�WKH�PDMRULW\�RI�WKHP�EHLQJ�33(�JDSV��7KHUH�ZHUH����PHGLXP�DW-ULVN�REVHUYDWLRQV�
DQG���KLJK�ULVN�REVHUYDWLRQ�GXULQJ�WKH�PRQWK� 

 
$W-5LVN�2EVHUYDWLRQV� 

�)HEUXDU\������ 

 
$W-5LVN�%HKDYLRUV 

��� 7KH�PDMRULW\�RI�DW-ULVN�FRQGLWLRQV�ZHUH�LQ�WKH�33(�FDWHJRU\��IDLOXUH�WR�ZHDU�VDIHW\�
JODVVHV��)5�DSSDUHO�LQ�VXEVWDWLRQ��DQG�KLJK-YLV�FORWKLQJ�DW�QLJKW�� 

127$%/(�$7-5,6.�2%6(59$7,216 
 

0HGLXP-+LJK�5LVN�2EVHUYDWLRQV 
�)HEUXDU\������ 

 
5HFRPPHQGDWLRQ�0LWLJDWLRQ 

&UDQH�EHLQJ�VHWXS�LQ�D�6XEVWDWLRQ�GLG�QRW�KDYH�HTXLSPHQW�
JURXQGV� $OO�KHDY\�HTXLSPHQW�LQVLGH�VXEVWDWLRQV�DUH�JURXQGHG� 

1R�VKRULQJ�REVHUYHG�LQ�D�WUHQFK���IHHW�GHHS� 7UHQFKHV�ILYH�IHHW�GHHS�RU�PRUH�DUH�VKRUHG�RU�VORSHG� 

7RRWK�RI�H[FDYDWRU�EXFNHW�ZDV�XVHG�DV��D�ULJJLQJ�SRLQW�IRU�
D�VOLQJ� 3URSHU�ULJJLQJ�LV�XVHG��(QVXUH�ULJJLQJ�LV�UDWHG�IRU�WKH�LQWHQGHG�ORDG� 

&UHZ�ZDV�FXWWLQJ�VWHHO�SODWHV�ZLWKRXW�D�ILUH�H[WLQJXLVKHU� )LUH�H[WLQJXLVKLQJ�HTXLSPHQW�VKDOO�EH�LPPHGLDWHO\�DYDLODEOH� 

0217+/<�,1&,'(176�1($5�0,66(6� 
 

,QFLGHQWV 
�)HEUXDU\������ 

 
5HFRPPHQGDWLRQ�0LWLJDWLRQ 

(OHFWULF�,QFLGHQW��6ZLWFKLQJ�(UURU�—)RUHPDQ�UHOHDVHG�KROG�
DQG�+/2�ZLWK�DOO�VHUYLFH�QRW�UHVWRUHG� (QVXUH�VZLWFKLQJ�SURFHGXUHV�DUH�IROORZHG��'RXEOH-YHULILFDWLRQ�RI�FULWLFDO�ZRUN� 

(OHFWULF�,QFLGHQW—:KLOH�D�FUHZ�ZDV�HQHUJL]LQJ�QHZO\�LQ�
VWDOOHG�FRQGXFWRU��D�OLQHPHQ�PDGH�FRQWDFW�ZLWK�D�VWLUUXS��
FDXVLQJ�DQ�XQSODQQHG�RXWDJH� 

3URSHU�WDLOERDUGLQJ�DQG�DGHTXDWH�WKUHH-ZD\�DQG�WDVN-VSHFLILF�FRPPXQLFDWLRQ�
PDLQWDLQHG��6SRWWHU�LQ�XVH�GXULQJ�FULWLFDO�ZRUN� 

26+$�,QMXU\—(PSOR\HH�VOLSSHG�RQ�EUDQFK�ZKLOH�FOLPELQJ��
FDXVLQJ�WKH�JDII�WR�HQWHU�KLV�ERRW�DQG�SXQFWXUH�KLV�ULJKW�IRRW�
EHORZ�WKH�DQNOH� 

(QVXUH�SURSHU�IRRWLQJ�LV�PDLQWDLQHG�ZKHQ�DVFHQGLQJ�DQG�GHVFHQGLQJ��6ORZ�
GRZQ�DQG�SODQ�\RXU�URXWH�ZKHQ�FOLPELQJ�� 

6HULRXV�1HDU�0LVV—6SRWWHU�MXPSHG�LQWR�VNLG�VWHHU�WR�PRYH�
LW�DQG�EUXVKHG�XS�DJDLQVW�WKH���N9�SROH� 

9HKLFOHV�DUH�QRW�EDFNHG�XS�XQOHVV�DQ�REVHUYHU�RU�VSRWWHU�VLJQDOV�WKDW�LW�LV�VDIH�
WR�GR�VR� 

(OHFWULF�,QFLGHQW��6ZLWFKLQJ�(UURU�—6ZLWFKLQJ�HUURU�RF�
FXUUHG�ZKHQ�DQ�HPSOR\HH�RSHQHG�ZLWK�WKH�ZURQJ�VZLWFKLQJ�
QXPEHU� 

(QVXUH�VZLWFKLQJ�SURFHGXUHV�DUH�IROORZHG��'RXEOH-YHULILFDWLRQ�RI�FULWLFDO�ZRUN� 

)RXU�HOHFWULF�DQG�=HUR�JDV�LQFLGHQWV�RFFXUUHG�LQ�)HEUXDU\�������7ZR�VZLWFKLQJ�HUURUV�RFFXUUHG�LQ�)HEUXDU\������ 
6,)�3RWHQWLDO�(YHQW� �6HULRXV�,QMXU\�)DWDOLW\�3RWHQWLDO 

(OHFWULF�,QFLGHQW—&UHZ�IDLOHG�WR�MXPSHU�RXW�D�SKDVH��FDXV�
LQJ�DQ�XQSODQQHG�RXWDJH� 

3URSHU�WDLOERDUGLQJ�DQG�DGHTXDWH�WKUHH-ZD\�DQG�WDVN-VSHFLILF�FRPPXQLFDWLRQ�
PDLQWDLQHG��6SRWWHU�LQ�XVH�GXULQJ�FULWLFDO�ZRUN� 
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